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Variations of electrophotoluminescence phenomena with frequency of
applied field
Abstract
Luminescence is a general term which includes the many phenomena involving the absorption of energy by a
substance and its re=emission as visible or near visible radiation. Photoluminescence implies excitation 7 by
irradiation with electromagnetic radiation; cathodoluminescence implies excitation by electron
bombardment; thermoluminescence or "glow" refers to additional excitation by heat of a phosphor previously
irradiated at a low temperature; and electroluminescence implies excitation by an electric field. The most
recently observed phenomena, and the subjects of this investigation are those included in the general term
"electrophotoluminescence" which refers to the effect of an electric field on photoluminescence.
Luminescence includes both fluorescence and phosphorescence. Fluoresgence refers-to the emission
observed either during excitation or within 10^-8 sec after excitation has ceased. Phosphorescence refers to
any omission observed later than 10^-8 sec after excitation has ceased. Most substances are not luminescent
but dissipate absorbed energy in heat. A few substances dissipate absorbed energy in photoelectrons, or in
other forms. This discussion will be concerned exclusively with that class of crystalline inorganic solids which
exhibit phosphorescence due to controlled traces of impurity. These solids are known as phosphors.
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VARIATIONS OF EIECTROPHOTOLUMINESCENCE 
PHENOMENA WITH FREQUENCY OF APPLIED FIEID1 
by 
Keith\ W. Olson and G. C. Danielson 
Io ABSTRACT 
An ac field applied to a long persistence phosphor may cause an initial 
momentary increase in the emission intensity (fleeting illumination) followed 
by a decrease in the intensity (extinction). At the removal of such a field~ 
a sudden increase (inversion) may be observed. For the P~l4 phosphor~ the 
light sum (irttensity=time product) of ~eeting illumination was independent 
of field frequency in the r!lnge :. 80 t: f ~ 5000 cps :. for the field strengths ~ 
1.3(+0.2) x 104!: E!: 4.0(oyo().2) x 104 v/cm and at the temperatures ~ 26( .().1) = 
T-: '50(+5)oc. For the P=7-phosphor9 the fleeting illumination was quite 
probably independent of field frequency for the field strengths 9 2.0( .()>0.2) 
x 104 ~ E ~6.5(+0.2) x 104 v/cm:; and at the temperatures, 12(.o.2) ~ T-~74 
(+6)oc. These results are explained by the proposed mechanism- that field 
accelerated electrons in the conduction band would collide with filled.'l deep .'l 
impurity induced traps and would empty these traps essentially instantaneously. 
For the P~l4 phosphor~ the extinction also was frequenqy independent. For the 
P-7 phosphor:. the extinction varied as the natural logarithm of twice the 
field frequency at temperatures less than JJ OC.'I and tended to become frequency 
independent at higher temperatures. Qualitative explanations are suggested 
for these variations . The inversion effect increased with increasi ng values 
of all parameters. Unde~ certain conditions ~ the emission intensity f ailed 
to return to its normal value for appreciable times after field removal. 
1 This report is based on an M. S. t hesis by K. W. Olson submitted June J 1954.'1 
to Iowa State College ~ Ames ,~~ Imva. Work was performed in the Ames Laboratory 
of the Atomic Energy Commission. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 
A. Luminescence in General 
Luminescence is a general term which includes the many phenomena 
involving the absorption of energy by a substance and its re=emission as 
visible or near visible radiationo Photoluminescence implies excitation 
7 
by irradiation with electromagnetic radiation; cathodolu~nescence implies 
excitation by electron bombardment:; thermoluminescence or "glow" refers to 
additional excitation by heat of a phosphor previously irradiated at a low 
temperature; and electroluminescence implies excitation by an electric fieldo 
The most recently observed phenomena9 and the subjects of this investigation~ 
are those included in the general term 11 electrophotoluminescence" which refers 
to the effect of an electric field on photoluminescence. Luminescence includes 
both fluorescence and phosphorescenceo Fluoresgence refers- to the emission 
observed either during excitation or within 10= sec after excitation hgs 
ceasedo Phosphorescence refers to any omission observed later than 10= sec 
after excitation has ceasedo Most substances are not luminescent but dissi= 
pate absorbed energy in heato A few substances dissipate absorbed energy in 
photoelectrons, or in other forms . This discussion will be concerned ex= 
elusively with that class of crystalline inorganic solids which exhibit 
phosphorescence due to controlled traces of impurityo Thes~ solids are 
known as phosphorso 
Most of the important processes involved in luminescence are illustrated 
in Fig. lo Energy of h.,/ is absorbed by the crystal raising· a previously bound 
electron from the filled band, F. B. , of the crystal lattice to the conduction 
band, CoBo, where the electron is relatively free to move. The electron may 
be captured by a trap, T~ which is thought to be an allowed .. energy level 
created by the presence .of lattice defects, or by the excited state, LE, of 
an empty luminescence center. A luminescence center is a group of atoms in 
the neighborhood of and including an impurity atom. From the excited state9 
LE, the electron can make a radiative transition to the normal state, LN~ of 
the center and finally recombine with a positive hole ~ H~ which is created 
simultaneously with the creation of a free electron. The process described 
above, in which both a center and an atom of the lattice are involved9 is 
called a bimol~cular process . 
A monomolecular process is one in which an electron in the normal state 9 
LN5 of the center is excited to a level higher than Lg9 then makes a non= 
radiative transition to ~' and finally a radiative transition back to LNo 
The relative probability of the bimolecular and monomolecular processes, the 
mean life of an electron in the various levels , and the spatial proximity 
of centers and traps are important factors entering into the luminescence 
characteristics of any phosphor. 
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Fig. 1 Energy level scheme for an i mpurity activated phosphor (C.B., conduc-
tion band; F.B., filled band; T, defect i nduced traps; T1 , i mpurity 
induced traps; LN, normal state of electron in center; ~' excited 
state of electron in center; H, positive hole ) 
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Fig. 2 Field effects on the brightness of fluorescence and phosphorescence 
(field applied at t 1 and removed at t 2) 
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B. Electrophotoluminescence Phenomena 
Electrophotoluminescence is a general term referring to the visible 
emission from a phosp~or which has been both irradiated and submitted to 
9 
the action of an electric field. The radiation and electric field are not 
necessarily applied simultaneously. A constant field produces some interest= 
ing effects but only -the effect produced qy an ac field was considered in 
this investigation. 
Electroluminescence refers to light emission from a phosphor which has 
not been irradiatedj but submit~ed only to the action of an intense electric 
field. Electroluminesc.ence is included in the general term 11 electrophoto= 
lumiries cence phenomena" o · · 
The other effects of a field on luminescence intensity can be best ex= 
plained with the aid of Fig. 2. If~ in Fig. 2(a) 9 at t ~ 0 an x-ray beam 
is applied to a properly mounted r:>hosphor_9 and maintained Hell beyond t2, 
the fluorescence rises follol-ling AB to a saturation level B. If at t1 an ac 
field is applied across the sample ~ a brief, but fairly intense additional 
illumination~ c, might be observed. This is called the "fleeting illumina~ 
tion". Immediately following the fleeting illumination there is a "fleeting 
extinction", D~ from which the phosphor slowly recovers to a new saturation 
value, E "'-B. This reduction of the saturation fluorescence below normal is 
called the "permanent extinction" by the field. 
If at t2 the field is removed, there may again be a fleeting extinction~ 
F ~ followed by a fleeting illumination, G9 which finally decays following 6H 
to the normal saturation value ~ B. As these phenomena occur at the field 
cessation rather than at the field applic::.ttion.ll they are usually included 
under a more general term3 11inversion11 effects of the field. It is important 
to note that no single phosphor yet investigated exhibits all of the responses 
shown in Fig. 2(a). 
In Fig. 2(b) a ~hosphor is i r radiated with x~rays or ultraviolet until 
t "' 0 at which time the irradi~ion is turned off. The nonnal phosphor= 
escence decay curve would be ABCt Hm-vever, if at t1 a field is applied.ll 
fleeting illuminationJ Be, decaying rapidly following curve eo~ is observed. 
CD is an actual decay, not a fleeting extinction. Permanent extinction.ll 
f>E, exists until the field is t urned off at t2., Upon removal of the field 
a brief illumination.? EF.? of inversion~ followed by a gradual return, fa3 
to the normal decay curve)l iBG~ is observed. This investigation is concerned 
primarily with the type of curve shown in Fig. 2(b). When the tenn inver= 
sion is used without additional clarification it will refer only to the 
transient illumination.ll E?3 of Fig. 2(b). 
In addition to the intensity changes illustrated in Fig. 2, the appli-
cation of an electric field may alter the fluorescence or phosphorescence 
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spectrum of a phosphor. This is especially noticeable in electrolumines-
cence since the observed spectrum with only electric field excitation is 
frequently different from the normal fluorescence or phosphorescence spectrum 
of the phosphor. If the field is applied to a fluorescing phosphor, the field 
acts preferentially on various wavelengths of the spectrum and for some 
phosphors the··· change in color as the field is applied or removed is . easily 
visible to the unaided eye. 
All of these phenomena are dependent to some degree on the magnitude 
and frequency of the applied field, sample temperature, phosphor composition, 
and the irradiation light sum, Si• This light sum is defined as 
f tf si • ¢i dt, 
to 
where ¢i is the irradiation flux and the irradiation is maintained for a time 
tf-t0 • In 'addition, irradiated by long wavelength radiation may produce 
conspicuous effects. A considerable amount of work has been done concerning 
the variations of electrophotoluminescence phenomena with most of the para-
meters mentioned above. The variations with frequency of applied field have 
received the least attention. The principal contribution of this work is 
the investigation of the variations with field frequency of some electro~ 
photoluminescence phenomena. 
C. The Objectives 
The principal objective of this investigation was the examination of 
the variations in the phosphorescence decay of some well-known phosphors with 
frequency of applied electric field, and the attempt to explain some of these 
observed variations, QQantitatively if possible. The general status of the 
theory concerning these phenomena (and luminescence in general) is such that 
an adequate explanation, however, is very difficult. A secondary objective 
was to confirm some of the electrophotoluminescence phenomena observed by 
other investigators. Finally_q of course, the long range purpose for all 
luminescence study is the enhancing of our knowledge of the structure of 
solids. 
III. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Photoluminescence 
In order to explain some of the intensity and wavelength character~ 
istics of luminescence curves, Von Rippel (1), in 1936, and Seitz (2), in 
11 
1939, proposed a theoretical model based on luminescence centers. Referring 
to this model~ Johnson (3) suggested that long duration phosphorescence might 
depend on the. storage a~tion of thermally metastable centers. ACting on 
Johnson ' s suggestion, Randall and Wilkins (4) and M. Curie (5) undertook 
extensive q~antitative studies of the decay of phosphorescence and the varia~ 
tion of glow intensity 1-.rith temperature. Both of these phenomena give in~ 
formation concerning trap depths. They found that very few phosphors have 
only one trap depth; rather, most phosphors have either several discrete 
trapping levels or a continuous distri.bution-of traps. The more recent 
researches o-f Saddy (6ll7,8)., D. Curie (9.9 10)ll and Roberts and Williams (11) 
have also indicated the existence of large numbers of different trap 
depthso 
Randall and Wilkins (4) investigated phosphors which exhibited phos-
phorescence of medium duration (seconds to minutes). For ~any of these 
phosphors the brightness decayed exponentially with time (~ "" B0 e-at.ll where 
B is the brightness at time.9 tJJ and B0 and a are constants)". They proposed 
that medium duration phosphorescence resulted principally from 'the finite 
lifetime of electrons in traps mich are in close proximity to centers9 
rather than from a finite transit time of electrons moving between spatially 
displaced traps and centerE~Jo For this explanation to be possible :v they con-
sidered that the introduction of an impuri~ would probably ca~se lattice 
distortions in the vicinity of the impurity atom. In l<"'ie. 1.'> these distor-
tions would create new traps~ T1 3 located very close to the center9 and 
with energies about equaJ. to the energies of excited states of the center . 
An electron from ~' therefore, would have new allowed levels to which it 
could be excited and from -which it could return to LN without appearing in 
the conduction band. Since$ in this process.~> the electron would originate 
from the impurity a tom!l not from an a tom of the lattice 9 &'1d since it would 
stay in the vicinity of the impurity atom during the entire process~ this 
mechanism is included in the designation nmonomolecular~. It has been 
proposed that electrons have a relatively long lifetil!E in these traps, T1 :. 
that these traps are numerousll and that they have approximately a Gaussian 
distribution of lifetimes (4,67 79 89 9:710). Some authors designate these 
impurity induced traps as metastable excited states of the center since they 
exist only because the impurity is present. Other authors call them traps:. 
and still others refer to them by the term ~long lived centers~o 
Garlick and Wilkins (12) showed.'J in addit.ion_y that monomolecular pre-
cesses explain satisfactorily the initial stages (fraction of a second) of 
many phosphorescence decay scheme so Finally Garlick (13) has indicated that 
in some 'ZnS phosphors the irnpuri.ty atoms may influence as many as thousands 
of neigjlboring lattiee atoms, creating a center large enough to actually 
alter, locally, the energy bands of the normal lattice. Thus many investi-
gations of phosphorescence have suggested essentially a monomolecular mechanism. 
However, in order to explain the photoconductivity (4) exhibited by 
some phosphors, a bimolecular process appeared necessary. That is~ the 
irradiation ionizes an atom of the lattice and the freed electron moves in 
the conduction band Where it may be captured by a trap or an excited state 
of a center. The fact that an electron is freed and raised to the conduc~ 
tion band is sufficient, and necessary3 to explain photoconductivity. However, 
the source of the electron could be the impurity atom. This case would require 
consideration of a combination of bimolecular and monomolecular processes. 
The hyperbolic phosphorescence decay law (B • B0 t=2) 9 Which apparently 
holds in some cases for phosphorescence of very long duration (minutes to 
hours)~ seems to require a bimolecular process. D. Curie (14) showed~ 
however, that for long enough times~ almost any decay may be represented by 
the hyperbolic law. For this reason, and because the derivation of the 
hyperbolic law requires the assumption of only a single trap depth (13) 3 D. 
Curie suggested that a bimolecular process is not necessarily· the predominant 
mechanism. On the other hand he admitted that to explain photoconductivity 
and retrapping*, bimolecular processes were necessary. 
The conclusion reached by most authors is that no single mechanism is 
sufficient to explain all the observed results for any phosphor which exhibits 
photoconductivity. This category includes ZnS/CdS~Cu~ the phosphor used in 
this investigation. 
Phosphorescence decay curves and glow curves have been given for ZnS/CdS~Cu 
by many authors (4,15,16,17,18). The brightness vs. wavelength characteris-
tics of the fluorescence of some ZnS/CdS~Cu phosphOrs very similar in composi-
tion to those discussed in this report have been presented qy Nottingham (19). 
Also at least one attempt has been made to present the distribution of centers 
for this phosphor (18). 
Very comprehensive lists of references on luminescence are given by 
Garlick (20) and Leverenz (21). 
B. Electrophotoluminescence 
1. Brief history 
The first report of the actions of an electric field on a previously 
irradiated phosphor was made in 1920 by Gudden 
*Retrapping is a phenomenon in which an electron9 which has previously 
been captured by a trap and released9 is captured again by the same or 
another trap before finally returning to a center. 
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and Pohl (22) who observed a fleeting illumination immediately following 
both the application and suppression of a de field . Schmidt (23) examined 
other phosphors and Hinderer (24) introduced the use of an ac field. These 
workers assumed that this brief illumination was caused by a more rapid 
release of some of the trapped electrons contributing to normal phosphorescence. 
MOre recent developments indicate that their a ssumption is probably not valid. 
Pure electroluminescence was observed by Tiestriau (25) ~ in 1936~ during 
a study of the scintillations of :zns. While investigating field effects on 
normal phosphorescence decay3 he observedi in 193 7i the magnification by an 
electric field of the extinguishing effect of infra=red radiation (26) and~ 
in 1943i the extinguishing effect of the field alone (18). 
2. Electroluminescence 
In pursuing the study of electroluminescence~ Destriau and Loudette 
(18 , 27) found that the field-excited spectrum differed from the spectrum 
excited by radiation. No quantitative explanation of this difference was 
attempted as the direction (in wave length) of the variation from normal 
spectra depended on the phosphor examined. Also they found that the elec-
troluminescence spectrum of a given phosphor changed with the magnitude af 
the applied field (27)~ the direction of this change also depending on the 
phosphor. In addition~ Destr iau (28) originally suggested an analytic relation 
between the brightness~ B~ of electroluminescence and the applied field 
strength~ E~ as B M a1e-b1/E~ where a1 anq b1 are constants. Later (29 ~30) 
he modified this relation to B ::. a2Ene~b2/E!l where n ::::.2. This is not an 
appreciable modification, since the fields considered are about 104~105 v/cm. 
Destriau and Loudette (27) showed that the same law holds for the brightness 
at a given wavelength as well as fo r thetotal electroluminescence spectrum 
for the phosphors~ ZnS/CdS~Cu, ZnS~Cu, and ZnS~Mn. 
The variation of the briehtness of electroluminescence lvith tem~rature 
was expressed by Destriau and Robert (31) as Blil aeE6 exp = [1 ( _8_{; 1vhere 
(E'o T<uTo ( 
E0 is the amplitude of the applied field, T is t he absolute temperatures, 
and a , 8, and T are constants. Destriau (32) has showed that ir~rared 
radi ation has li~tle or no effect on electroluminescence. Waymouth et al. 
(33) found that for a ZnS~Cu,Pb phosphor9 the curve of brightness vs. field 
frequency was concave toward the frequency axis from 60~1000 cps ami was 
linear from 1000-3000 cps. Payne et alo (34) reported tha t for a similar 
phosphor, the curve of brightness vs. field frequency was convex toward 
the . frequen~ axis from 500-3000 cps. D. Curi e (35) reported t hat for a 
ZnS~Cu phosphor, t his curve was linear from 60~6000 cps. He proposed that 
the variations from linearity observed by the others were due to polarization 
effects. 
Destriau (30) and D. Curie (36~ 3 7 ) discussed a mechanism for electrolumin~ 
escence which explained satisfactorily the variation of brightness with applied 
field strength. They considered that an electron in the conduction band, 
accelerated by a field, E, through a distance~ d9 would acquire an energy, 
eEd, sufficient to excite centers of maximum depth)) emax 111 hY:: eEdJl mere e 
is the magnitude of the electronic charge. If the componenet of the electron ' s 
mean free distance in the field direction is W (called "mean range" by Mott 
and Gurney (38)), the prop9r4iQn of electrons capable of exciting centers 
(that is, with uJ7d) is e-~d/t.VJ. Using this result ~ they found the varia tion 
of brightness with field strength to be B = ale- (blJE), where b1 = h~ 
enr. 
Considering all of these variations~ Destriau and Curie (30~35~36) 
proposed that the application of an electric field actually would alter the 
electronic structure of a phosphor. Since an ac field attains its maximum 
every half cycle, this structure modification would be produced every half 
cycle. 
Investigations of the factors causing variations in electroluminescence 
have been reported for numerous microcrystalline phosphor powders qy Destriau 
(30), Waymouth et alo (33), Payne et al. (34) j Roberts (39), Nudelman and 
Matossi (40), and Halsted and Koller-ttl). Apparently all phosphors will 
electroluminesce under sufficiently strong fields. n. Curie (36) has showed 
that the fields required to produce electroluminescence are about one-tenth 
those to produce breakdown. Examination of the electroluminescence of single 
crystals of ZnS~Cu has been reported by Piper and Williams (42,43) and 
Watson et al. (44). 
Herwelley (45) suggested that the emission observed from the phosphor-
plastic or phosphor~oil suspensions used by all investigators in not actually 
a form of luminescence at all , but a se condary excitation produce~ pri ncipally 
by discharges formed in the residual mi crobubbles of gas absorbed in the 
oil or plastic. Destriau (46) showed very carefully that in a dielectric 
solid of thickness less than 0.1 mm3 discharges cannot be formed with applied 
potentials of less than lOOv, although electroluminescence. is easily visible. 
Also he made samples •vi th systenatically induced air bubbles which then would 
not light up at all because of the reduction of field intensity inside the 
crystals. Finally when he deliberately set up discharges in a sample, they 
were out of phase with the electroluminescence. He concluded that electrolumin-
escence is a true luminescence. 
3. Fleeting illumination 
Hinderer (24) noted that the action of fields was very slight on centers 
of short life and much greater on centers of long life; also that the dura~ 
tion of the fleeting illumination was independent of field strength. Destriau 
.. 
.. 
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(18~47) reported that the light sumJ 5 3 of fleeting illumination for a ZnS/CdS 
phosphor varied approximately linearly with increasing field strength after 
irradiation by a weak source, and tended toward a saturation value with increao= 
ing field strength after irradiation Qy an intense source. The light sum9 
S, is defined as: 
/ t:L s = 
tl 
¢ dtJ) 
where ¢ is the flux of the light omitted during a fleeting illumination which 
begins at t 1 and dies at t{ (curve BCD in Fig. 2(b)). 
Destriau (18) examined the light sum, S~ as a function of the 11 rest" timel> 
tr, between the cessation of irradiation and the application of the field. He 
found that for a ZnS/CdS: Cu phosphor, S was greatest for tr 5 0 and decreased 
with increasing tr according to~ S = S0tr-n~ where 50 is a constant and n was 
about 0.64 for the phosphor he examined. For the same phosphor, the brightness, 
B, of the normal phosphorescence decay followed a similar law, B = B t-n, with 
n = 1.06 (the relation between brightness and light sum discussed in°APPENDIX 
A). He then proposed that the fleeting illumination was a result of rapid 
deactivation of the long lived centers which would normally contribute to the 
latent luminescence observed after infrared stimulation (48). 
The variations of the light sum~ S~ of fleeting illumination vdth other 
parameters were examined in detail by Destriau and Mattler (47~49,50). A 
ZnS~Cu phosphor was irradiated with x-rays for a time.ll ti, the radiation was 
turned off, and the phosphor allowed to rest for a time, tr• Then the field 
was applied and the light sum, 5 9 measured. For constant intensity and wave-
length of irradiation, constant field strength~ and constant rest time:. the 
curve, S(ti), passed through a maximum for a certain irradiation time~ t!, then 
decreased and tended asymptotically to a relatively weak limiting value. 1 The 
position, ti, of the maximum was independent of tr9 as Destriau (18) had found 
for ZnS/CdS:Cu. In addition, for various values of applied field strength~ 
with all other parameters held constant, the amplitude of the maximum of S(ti) 
varied, but the position, ti, of the maximum did not. Finally, for varied 
intensity or wavelength of irradiation, with applied field held constant, the 
amplitude of the ma."Ximum remained essentially constant, but its position varied. 
Typical curves for S(ti) with applied voltage and irradiation intensity as 
parameters, are given 1n Figs. J(a) and J(b) respectively. 
Destriau (18.,47) and Mattler and Curie (51) found that if a relatively 
weak field were applied at tr, removed shortly thereafter, and a stronger 
field applied again after another short rest, tr2, a second brief illuminat ion 
could be observed. The light sum, S29 of this second fleeting illuminat.ion 
increased, passed through a maximum~ and finally tended toward zero at the 
second rest time, tr2, was increased. Typical curves of the fleeting illumina~ 
tions 3 S and S2, and of the brightness~ B9 of a normal decay are given in Fig. 
4. It will be not.ed that for the s hort persistence phosphor.ll I ., the decline 
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of s2 beyond the maximum follows that of S fairly well. For the longer persis-
tence phosphor, II, the similarity between the decay curves of S and S2 is not 
as obvious, but they do follow the same type decay law. Destriau (18), who 
found similar curves, considered this to be further confirmation of the pro-
posal that long lived centers, which were rapidly deactivated qy direct action 
of the field, were responsible for fleeting illumination. 
Destriau and }httler (49) suggested that if fleeting illumination were due 
solely to the rapid deactivation of long lived centers by direct action of the 
field, one should find that t he luminous energy (light sum, S) freed in this 
fleeting illumination be a monotically increasing function of ti. This was not 
borne out by the curves S(ti) ~ee Fig. 3). Also this mechanism alone would 
imply that S (tr2) be either a constant or a monotonically de~reasing function 
of tr2•This is not the case (see Fig. 4). Considering these discrepancies 
they concluded that deactivation of long live d centers by direct action of the 
field vras not a sufficient explanation. 
Destriau and Mattler (50) then proposed a mechanism for fleeting illumin• 
ation which does explain the observed variations. This mechanism is reviewed 
in soree detail as fleeting illumination is the best understood of all electro-
photoluminescence phenomena. They assumed that free electrons produced by 
excitation radiation would be captured by impurity induced traps, T1 , which 
they called " ••• metastable levels introduced by the ••• impurity". Because of 
the complex structure of the phosphor~ these ne\v levels would be arranged 
statistically (approximately Gaussian) around a mean energy value. This 
arrangement would imply a statistical distribution of mean lifetimes with the 
longest lifetimes associated with the deepest traps. These ideas have been 
confirmed by the experiments of Saddy(6, 7), D. Curie (52) , and Bube (53). 
Further, Destriau and Mattler (50) assumed that the irradiation would 
ionize atoms of the lattice as well as centers. The presence of an ionized 
atom in the vicinity of a filled~ lang lived trap would increase the probab-
ility of spontaneous deactivation of the trap; that is, decrease the probab-
ility that the trap Hould remain filled until the field was applied. 
The light sum, s, is proportional to n, the number of these traps which 
are filled at the instant the field is applied; therefore, n is also the 
number of electrons which have remained captured by these traps until the 
field is applied. Since the lifetimes of almost all of these traps are long 
compared with a half cycle of the field, the field empties, essentially instan-
taneously, all traps which have energies less than the maximum energy,~~~eE,~, 
which the field imparts to an electron of mean free range, '-'. The application 
of successively stronger fields, which act on successively deeper traps, causes 
S to approach a limiting value, since the number, dn(t)/dt1of traps per energy 
interval decreases to zero beyond the mean energy value. The important problem, 
then, is to determine how this number~ n, varies before the field is applied. 
To simplify the problem Destriau and Mattler (50) considered only one 
kind of level (trap) to which they attributed a particularly long mean life. 
-
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Lieht sum, S(t·), of fleeting illumination as a function of irradia-
tion time, t~ {(a) applied voltabe, Va, as parameter) (after Destriau 
and Mattler \49, Fig. 9)) ((b) x-ray intensity, I, as parameter) 
(after Destriau and Mattler (50, Fig. 17)) 
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Fig. 4 Light sums, S(tr) and S2(tr2), of fleeting illumination and bright-
ness, B(t), of normal decay as functions of rest times, tr and tr2' 
and decay time, t, respectively (I: short duration phosphor; II: 
long duration phosphor) (After Mattler and Curie (51)) 
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This consideration seems justified a posteriori ~ the excellent agreement 
bet>veen experiment and the theoretical form they derived. Since the impurity 
atoms are widely dispersed (order of 1 impurity atom to 10,000 lattice atoms) 
they considered only electrons in the vicinity of the local lattice perturba-
tion introduced by the center. 
The found that, 
dn 
dt. 
J. 
= a'n - (a 1 ~ b' ~ 1 ~ c 1N)n 
0 ~ 
~ a'n0 - (a' ~ b 1 v c'N)n, 
where the letters have the following meanings~ 
n is the number of electrons captured by the level consideredo 
t. is the irradiation time. J. 
(1) 
(2) 
n0 is the total number of electrons which can contribute to luminescence. 
N is the number of electrons freed from the lattice atoms and arriving 
in the conduction oond. 
a 1 is the probability that an electron will be captured by the level 
considered. 
b' is the probability that a trapped electron will be returned to an 
ionized lattice atom ~the direct action of the excitation radiation. 
1/-t' is the probability that a trapped electron will retum to an 
ionized lattice atom spontaneously (1/tf~t~b' for these traps; that is, t-"is 
large). 
c' is the probability that a trapped electron will be returned to an 
ionized lattice atom ~ the influence of other ionized atoms in the vicinity 
. of the trap. 
/ The ni.unbers a 1 , h', and c' are proportional to the intensity, r, of 
the excitation radiation; that is, a 1 = ai, b' = bi, and c 1 = ci. Further, 
Idti • d(Iti), and Iti~x is the total amount of radiation received. 
Therefore, 
dn- an0 ~(a~ b . ~ cN)n. 
dx 
(3) 
• 
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N is also a function of the total r adiation, x, 
as n: 
dN = AN0 -(A + B + Cn)N. 
-
dx 
Since n N, the term CnN (A + B)N, therefore~ 
dN 
dx 
AN0 - (A + B)N, -
which gives 
N = ANo 
A+B 
Therefore, 
dn + (a+b) ~ cAN0 
dx - - A+B 
Setting a • a + b, 
l - e 
n(x) = an0 ¢(x) 
where ¢(x) = exp 
- X -
2 
-(AtB)x 
1 - e-(A.,.B)x: 
: A~B, and 
= 
X 
dx , 
0 ¢(x) 
e X 
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and varies in the same way 
(4) 
(5) 
( 6) 
n = an0 • 
(7) 
a - I , (8) 
Since S is proportional to n, Eq. (8) represents the variation of S with 
ti for constant excitation intensity, I. This equation passes through a 
maximum for a value, x 1 , given by the solution of the equation, 
l : x dx (see Fig. 5). (9) 
¢' (x) 0 ¢(x) 
This equation has only, one root. That is, the position x', of the maximum 
of n(x) is independent of the excitation intensity. This ·is confirmed by the 
curves of Fig. 3(b), in which the product~ It! of the beam intensity, I, and 
the position of the maximum, t:t, is essentiarry the same constant for all four 
curves. Secondly, n 1 , the magnitude of the maximum of n obtained by setting 
dn/dx = 0 in eq. (3), has the value, 
an9 
n' = --------- • (10) 
.,. (1-e- ) 
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Fig. 5 Determination of t he amount of incident radiation producing the 
maximum value of S (for x = oo, I and II are parallel) (after 
Deotriau and Mattle r (50, Fig. 16)) 
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Fig. 6 Variations of permanent extinction and inversion effects 1.._rith l..rave-
length of emission (field applied at t • 10 min, field removed at t= 
20 min) (after Destriau and Mattler (58, Fie. 9)) · 
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This9 too, is independent of the excitation intensity, a conclusion again 
confirmed by Fig. 3(b). Finally.1 for X.fPCQ, n tends toward a limit.ll 
21 
:8' (11) 
a'~~- -
which is also independent of ~he~xcitation intensity. The curves of Fig. 
J( b) all approach the same limit for very long irradiation times~ giving 
final confirmation to the constant temperature aspects of their proposed 
mechanism. 
Destriau and Mattler (50»54) also investigated the changes produced 
in fleeting illumination by increasing the s ,ample temperature. They found 
that the position, t!, of the maximum of the. curves of ~i) moved regularly 
to si11<7ller values of _ ti as the temperature was increased. Further.ll the 
amplitude of the maximum increased as the temperature was increased to about 
35oc (for the ZnS phosphors they discussed) , then decreased as the increase 
of temperature was continued. Finally» they found that the ratio, nn /n .ll 
increased monotonically with temperature. ~ 
In examining these temperature effects on the basis of their mechanism.ll 
they (50) considered that a temperature increase has its greatest effect on 
the general deactivation of traps by ionized atoms-1 characterized by the c 
in Eq. (3). Thus, a temperature increase tends to increase the ratio, ~/a2» 
or.ll to lower the curve, -l/¢i(x)» and raise the curve 9 1xddx (Fig. 5). The ~0 JUtx') 
result is to move x' to lower values of x9 that is.ll to decrease the irradia= 
tion time, t~, necessary to give a maximum in the curve, S(ti). This is in 
complete agr~ement with the observed results mentioned in the previous paragraph. 
The value of the maxinru.m of S is a v.rery complicated function of temper~ 
ature. Both n0 and the product, c(l~e-~ 1 ), which enter in the numerator and 
denominator of n 1 , respectively, increase with temperature. The shape of the 
experimental curves shows that the variations of the denominator prevail over 
those of the numerator. 
The decrease of x ' and the increase of)f .ll with increasing temperature9 
cause the ratio.9 
(12) 
to decreaseo Therefore the inverse r atio~ n 9/noo 9 increases with temperature, 
a gain in agreement with experiment., 
.. ~ 
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The observed fact that ordinary phosphorescence does not tend toward a 
maximum and then decrease with increasing excitation time, but rather~ in-
creases monotonically with increasing excitation time to an apparent satura-
tion value, is also explained by their mechanism. In Eq. (1), the factor 
1/t'>..ras assumed srnll for the long lived traps contributing to fleeting illum-
ination. This assumption is not true for the relatively short lived traps 
contributing to ordinary phosphorescence. Actually for this· case~ 1/~>>b' 
and, 1/-t'>>c'N. With these considerations they f ound9 for the light sum of 
ordinary phosphorescence, the monotonically increasing fUnction, 
n = a 1no 
(a'.o. ~ 
(D) 
The appearance of a maximum in the curves, s2(t 2), was explained by 
Destriau (47) on the basis of a transfer of activati~n from one type of 
trap, which was still activated after the first application of the field, 
to a second type of trap, which was deactivated by the first application 
of the field. By considering these two types of traps~ he found 
m : g'MQ (e-gtr2 -htr2) (14) 
-- -e ' h-g 
mere the letters have the following meanings~ m is the number of the second 
kind of traps which have been reactivated by the first kindJJ M0is the number 
of traps of the first kind existing at tr2:: 0 (just after the 1"irst applica-
tion of the field), g is the probability of general deactivation of traps 
of the first kind, g 1 is the probability -of deactivation of traps of the 
first kind by activation of traps of the second kind; and h .i~ the probability 
of general deactivation of traps of the second kind. 
This function, m(t 2 ), goes to zero for t m 0 and t~ It passes through 
. r 
a maximum for a value, t~2, determined from the equation, 
(15) 
Si nce s2 is proportional to m, Eq. (14) represents the theoretical form of 
the curve, s2(tr2). 
Mattler and Curie (51) have showed that the curves, S(tr) and S2Ctr2) , 
can be used to obtain informati•n about trap depths and retrapping. The 
field, E, empties traps of depth, t<£.max ~ eEw, 1-fuere w is the mean range 
of a conduction electron in the field. Therefore, S must vary as the light 
sum enclosed in these traps. They f ound, for samples I and II of Fig. 4, 
• 
that the trap depths varied from about 0.6 ev c~~l min) to about 0.75 ev 
(<~3 hrs). They showed that the existence of s2 was sufficient evidence 
for retrapping. 
Destriau (55) compared the actions of infrared~ heat~ and electric 
fields on phosphorescence. He irradiated a phosphor at a low te~erature 
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and kept it in the dark for a time greater than that required for the normal 
phosphorescence to disappear. He then applied infrared~ heat ~ or an electric 
field. In the first two cases ~ there was a gradual return of light which 
died slowly when the infrared or heat was removed. In the third case there 
was a brilliant, but fle eting illumination. He suggested that the light sum 
might be the same in all three cases and that the residual light might result 
from the same traps. If this last suggestion were true ~ the successive 
excitation by two of these forms of energy should have given an illumination 
only at the first excitation~ as this first excitation would have emptied 
these traps. This was not the case~ in general. For example ~ after a very 
extended application of an intense field~ either the residual luminescence 
provoked qy infrared or the residual glow could be observed~ apparently 
undiminished in intensity. On the other hand~ weak irradiation b,y infrared 
was sufficient to prevent any subsequent glow or field emission. 
He concluded that there are t1vo categories of traps~ (1) the shallow 
traps responsible for normal phosphorescence 3 and (2) the deeper traps 
responsible for the residual luminescence effects. In addition~ he pro= 
posed that the ~eeper traps are of three types ~ those for which the return 
to the normal state of a center with light emission is caused~ (a) only 
by infrared3 and which are not influenced by fields or a temperature increase$ 
(b) only by a temperature increase.s but which can be deactivated · without 
light emission (that is~ quenched) by infrared and which are not influenced 
by fields)) and (c) by either an increase in temperature ~ or almost instantan= 
eously by field action9 and which can be quenched b,y infrared. These results 
emphasize that investigation of the fleeting illumination may offer an 
important supplementary method to the use of glow curves and normal decay 
curves for determining trap depths. 
Further~ Destriau (32) found that it required much less infrared energy 
to extinguish fleeting illumination than that required to extinguish normal 
phosphorescence. Le1'1Tschin et al. (56) had showed that the brightness $ B9 of 
no~l phosphorescence varied with the infrared light sum9 Sir~ as B @ B0 e-~~r~ where B0 and a were constants. Destriau (32) showed the variation 
in the light sum, S~ of fleeting illumination could not be represented by 
a similar law,SI S ... 50 e-.PSir, rather~ S depended more strongly on the 
actual intensity of the infrared than on the intensity- time product (light 
sum). These observations, and those concerning the influence of infrared 
on the extinction effects produced by the field (see LITERATURE REVIEW B4)~ 
are additional evidence of the extremely complex nature of phosphors. 
4. Permanent extinction 
Destriau (18,57) examined the effects of applying a field to an irradiated 
ZnS/CdS:Cu sample. The brightness~ B~ or normal phosphorescence from this 
sample decayed according to the law~ B • B0 t-n, where n is 1.06. He found 
that both the form of the decay law and the value of n were unchanged by 
an electric field, whether the field was applied during the irradiation or 
after the irradiation had ceased. The total brightness was reduced by the 
field, however. Since the decay law was unchanged by the field, he proposed 
that in this penomenon the field acted on the short lived traps responsible 
for normal phosphorescence. That is, the field altered the electronic 
structure of the phosphor enough that some of the trapped electrons 3 which 
would normally contribute to phosphorescence~ could make non-radiative 
transitions back to their normal states. This phenomenon was superimposed 
on that of fleeting illumination for many of the phosphprs examined. To 
study permanent extinction effects, therefore, it w·as necessary to wait 
until the fleeting illumination had completely decayed (about l sec). 
B - Bf Destriau (18) defined a quantity, R • 0 , which he called 
Bo 
rt:ra te of extinction". B was the phosphorescence brightness, m th no field 
applied, at a given time 0 after irradiation had ceased. Bf was the phosphores-
cence brightness, with a given field applied, at the same length of time after 
irradiation has ceased. He found that R was a monotonically increasing 
function of the applied field. In the application of this definition to a 
fluorescing sample, B0 was the saturation value of the fluorescence bright-
ness with no field applied~ and Bf was the saturation value of the fluores-
cence brightness with a given field applied. For a fluorescing ZnS:Ni 
sample, R was found to be a linear function of the applied field. 
, Destriau (32,57) found that the simultaneous application of infrared 
radiation and electric fields gave a greater extinction effect than the 
product of ~~e individual extinction effects. That is, for given excitation 
conditions and given time of application of field or infrared r adiation, the 
individual extinction ratios were,~f ~ ~ an~ir ~ Bir; respectively. If 
Bo Bo 
both infrared radiation and a field were· applied simultaneously, the result-
ing extinction ratio,~ was less than the product,(f ~ir3 of the individual 
extinction ratios. Accordingly, he concluded that these extinctions were 
not completely independent. 
Destriau and Mattler (58) examined the variation of R with field 
strength for several fluorescing phosphors; They found almost a linear 
variation for ZnS/CdS:Ag and practically no variation for ZnS~Cu. They 
also examined the permanent extinction a s a function of the wavelength of 
emission. For a fluorescing ZnS~Cu sample, R increased as the wavelength 
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of emission was decreased (see Fig. 6). Further~ they found that extinction 
effects on a phosphorescing sample decreased as the rest time 9 tr9 between 
irradiation cessation and field application~ was increased. Actually9 for 
tr sufficiently long that very slight visible phosphorescence remained9 no 
extinction could be observed 9 substantiating Destriau 1 s proposal that extinc= 
tion resulted from field action on short lived traps. This absence of 
extinction at long tr was advantageous for investigations of fleeting 
illumination (fleeting illumination could be observed as late as several 
days after irradiation for some phosphors). Finally they found that although 
the light sum9 S 9 of fleeting illumination~ for a given rest time ~ tr~ decreas-
ed to zero for sufficiently long irradiation times ~ ti» (see Fig.. 3) 9 the 
extinction effect remained. This observation gave additional support to 
Destriau1 s proposal. 
Mattler (59) examined the variations of R with the sample temperature~ 
T, for several phosphors. He found that for a fluorescing ZnS/CdS~Ni 
phosphor~ which exhibited considerable extinction at 200C9 the curvess R(T) 9 
showed an inflection point at about 35~ and appeared to tend asymptotically 
to a limiting value of R at higher temperatures. At about Sooc ~ the 
fluorescepce of this phosphor was almost completely extinguished by a field 
of 2 x 104 v/cm. On the other hand9 a ZnS~Cu phosphor~ which exhibited 
approximately the same extinction effect at 20°C as this ZnS/CdS2Ni phosphor9 
shm.;ed R to be completely independent of T. Further.9 a different ZnS2Cu 
phosphor9 which exhibited very slight extinction at 20°C~ showed R to increase 
slightly with temperature. He suggested that a parallel might exist between 
the extinction action of an electric .field and the extinction action of an 
increase in temperature. 
Destriau and Mattler (50) examined this last suggestion very carefully 
and found it led to a variation of R with T which exhibited a maximum. This 
behavior was not in agreement with the observed results that R(T) either 
increased monotonically with temperature or was independent of temperature. 
In addition they found that if the temperature and field were varied simul~ 
taneously in such a fashion as to keep the brightness constant9 the proposed 
theory9 based on similar actions of temperature and field~ required that the 
ratio of the temperature differences be the same as the ratio of the applied 
fi~ld strengths. For a typical experiment9 however9 the ratio of temperature 
differences was found to be about 29 while the ratio of applied field strengths 
was found to be about 19. Finally9 they observed that extinction by an 
increase in temperature was common to all phosphors ~ while extinction by 
application of an electric field was peculiar to sulfides and selenides. 
They noted that extinction by infrared radiation also was limited to sulfides 
and selenides. Considering all these observations 9 they concluded that the 
permanent extinction by application of an electric field could not be compared 
with the extinction ~ an increase in temperature. 
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They then proposed that the permanent extinction produced by an electric 
field might be comparedwith the extinction produced by infrared radiation. 
A tentative theory; based on the similarity between field and infrared ex-
tinctions, was proposed, but insufficient evidence was available to either 
confirm or invalidate these proposals. However9 they were able to conclude 
that detailed investigations of the permanent extinction produced by an 
electric field were inseparable from investigations of the extinction pro-
duced by infrared radiation. 
Destriau (60) examined the effects of reversing the order of irradiation 
and field application. He applied a field for a specified time, allowed the 
sample to rest.9 then began irradiation. The fluorescence intensity started 
at a value lower than normal and gradually returned to its normal value. The 
initial extinction was greater for shorter rest time and for longer duration 
of field application. He attributed these results to an actual modification 
of the electronic structure of the phosphor. 
Miller (61) examined the percent quenching of ultraviolet excited 
fluorescence for applied field frequencies of from 6o to 108 cps. For a 
yellow emitting ZnS/CdS:Cu phosphor, he found several peaks in the curves of 
percent quenching vs. field frequency at frequencies of about 107 cpso This 
was approximately the relaxation time of electrons in traps for this phosphor. 
He suggested that these peaks may be evidence of several trap depths and that 
more precise measurements of this type might be of value in determining these 
trap depths. He examined other sulfides9 phosphates , and ~ilicates and found~ 
as did Destriau and Mattler (50)~ that only the sulfides exhibited quenching. 
5. Fleeting extinction 
.Destriau and Mattler (58) examined the fleeting extinction exhibited by 
several fluorescing phosphors (CIT in Fig. 2(a)). They suggested that for a 
very short time the fluorescence was practically extinguished, but they were 
unable to verify this suggestion. They found that the magnitude of this 
fleeting extinction was relatively independent of the wavelength of emission9 
at least for ZnS~Cu (see Fig. 6). 
Destriau and Mattler (50) also examined the effect of a temperature 
increase on the fleeting extinction exhibited by various phosphors. A 
ZnS/CdS~Ag phosphor exlubited no fleeting illumination, only a large .fleeting 
extinction, at 2ooc. At 75°C, the fleeting extinction was almost negligible. 
A ZnS~Cu phosphor, which exhibited both an appreciable fleeting extinction at 
2ooc, exhibited very small effects of both kinds at 64°C. Finally, another 
ZnS:Cu phosphor, which exhibited only fleeting illumination at 200C.9 showed 
a fleeting illumination of comparable intensity and a small but definite 
fleeting extinction at 74°C. No explanation of these effects was given. 
" 
.. 
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Destriau (62) examined the shape of the instantaneous brightness wave 
forms from a fluorescing phosphor <Thich was being excited by an x~ray source 
acting as a 50 cps half~wave generator. These brightness wave forms were 
smooth and in phase with the x- ray half-waves. When an electric field of 
50 cps in phase with the x-rays was applied to the phosphor, the brightness 
wave forms became badly deforrred. With the field applied~ the brightness . 
wave forms were not always in phase with the field. For a short time after 
the field application, a secondary maximum was observed on the brightness 
wave forms. This secondary maximum lagged the primary maximum by about 
90°; that is ~ it appeared when the magnit_ude of the field passed through 
zeroo The amplitude of this secondary maximum increasedj passed through a 
maximum9 and decreased to zero in a few tens of cycles of the field. The 
brightness wave forms resumed their original shape and phase relation 
immediately after the field -was turn~d off. Although he was not able to 
give a detailed explanation of these phenomena3 Destriau concluded that 
these observations were further evidence of the modification of the electronic 
structure of crystals of an electric field. 
6o Inversion effects 
nestriau (18~47) examined the inversion exhibited by phosphorescing ZnS 
and ZnS/CdS phosphors (EF in Fig. 2(b)). For all the phosphors he examined~ 
the intensity of this inversion illumination exceeded the normal phosphores= 
cence intensity at the given time . H~found that the magnitude of this inver-
sion~ and the residual luminescence (FG in Fig. 2(b)) which followed the · 
inversion~ increased as the time between field application and field removal 
was increased. He attributed this inversion to the modification of the elec-
tronic structure of the crystaL 
Destriau and Mattler (58) showed that for a given fluorescing phosphor» 
either a brief extinction (F in Fig. 2(a)) or a brief illumination (G in Fig. 
2(a)) could be observed~ but not both. In addition~ they noted that for a 
Levey-West ZnS:Cu phosphor, the inversion effect depended very strongly~ both 
in direction and magnitude ~ on the observed wavelength of emission (see Fig. 
6). They reported that a color change from the normal yellow-green to red» 
for a brief period at field cessation~ was easily visible to the naked eye. 
They could not account for the fact that spectral disruption was produced 
only at field suppression and not at field application. 
Destriau and Mattler (50) found that increasing the temperature caused 
the fleeting illumination of inversion for two fluoresc i ng ZnS:Cu phosphors 
to increase, pass through a. maximum~ then decrease. For one of these phosphors;) 
the inversion illumination decreased to zero at 74oc • 
Matossi and NUdelman (63) examined the inversion illumination of a 
fluorescing ZnS:Cu phosphor for various frequencies of applied field. They 
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1 found an appreciable illumination at a field frequency of 104 cps. The 
magnitude of this illumination decreased, with decreasing field frequency~ 
to essentially zero at a field frequency of 60 cps. 
7. Summary and present status of our understanding of electrophotolumines-
cence phenomena 
Important contributions to the subject of electrophotoluminescence have 
been made qy Destriau, D. Curie, and Mattler. 
) 
The application of electric fields .to phosphors appears to produce 
effects similar to those produced qy irradiation. First~ the ~mission of 
visible light can be produced either by the application of a sufficiently 
intense electric field (about 3 x 104 ~ 5 x 105 v/cm~ depending on the 
phosphor) or by irradiation with high energy radiation (ultraviolet or x-
rays). Apparently all known phosphors will emit visible light when submitted 
to either of thes e forms of excitation, although, under field excitation, 
there may exist phosphors which will break down before visible emission 
appears. Secondly, the enhancing of the latent luminescence of a phosphor, 
which has been previously irradiated with short wavelength radiation, can be 
accomplished eitber by the application of a moderate electric field (about 
2 x 103 - 4 x 104 v/cm) or by irradiation with low energy radiation (infrar-
ed). For both methods of excitation, this phenomenon is observed only for 
sulfides and selenides. Finally, the quenching of phosphorescence either by 
application of a moderate electric field or by irradiation ~~th infrared 
radiation is also limited to sulfides and selenides. In ordinary lumines-
cence, irradiation with short wavelength radiation may excite centers only 
(as in a monomolecular process), or it may also ionize both atoms of the 
lattice and centers (as in a bimolecular process). The relative magnitude 
of these two processes depends :on the depths of both the normal and excited 
states of the centers, the number and distribution of traps, the energy gap 
of the normal lattice, and the intensity and duration of the excitation 
radiation. 
Electroluminescence results from the expitation of centers by field 
accelerated electrons in the conduction band. An electron which is accelerated 
through a distance, d, will excite centers of maxiiml!ll depth,£ max= eEd. If 
the mean range of an electror; V1 the field is w 9 the':.'fract;Lon of the electrons 
able to excite centers is e-\d;w). This is a small number for most phosphors 
(for a typical ZnS~Cu phosphor, d~lo~·5 em andLJ ~1o~6 em; therefore, the 
fraction is e-10 or about 1/20, 000). However~ the number of centers is 
large enough and the rate of field application (twice the field frequency) 
is rapid enough to account for the observed emission. 
• 
Fleeting illumination results from the emptying _of deep, impurity 
i nduced traps, which have previously been filled by irradiation. The field 
• 
I 
/ 
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accelerated electrons empty traps of maximum energy depth, E.,.,,v = eEw, where uJ 
is the mean range of electrons in the field, E. Many phospnors exhibit 
approximately a Gaussian distribution ot traps. Since electrons in the deep 
traps have long lifetimes compared with a half period of the field~ these 
traps are emptied essentially instantaneously. The light sum~ S~ of fleet-
ing illumination is proportional to the number9 n~ of these deep traps which 
contain trapped electrons at the instant of field application. 
Permanent extinction is probably a direct result of field action on 
the full, shallow traps which contribute to normal phosphorescence. The 
field probably modifies the electronic structure of the phosphor so the 
trapped electrons can find a non-radiative path by which they can return to 
their normal states. 
The fleeting extinction and inversion effects exhibited by many phosphors 
are not understood. The structure modification by the field is probably 
important in explaining these phenomena. 
Since a given field can produce so many different effects, the first 
general conclusion to be reached from a study of these effects is that 
phosphors are extremely complex substances electronically. The second 
general conclusion is that the excitation- of a phosphor by application of 
an electric field may provide an important method of investigating the 
electronic properties of phosphors. 
C. Properties of Dielectrics 
L Introduction 
The brightness, B, of a given electrophotoluminescence phenomenon 
depends on the actual field strength:~ E1 , experienced by the phosphor particles. 
The phosphor particles of dielectric constant k13 are suspended in a continuous 
medium of dielectric constant, k2• The fieldp E1, is a function of the applied 
field strength, Ea, the individual dielectric constants ~ k1 and k2~ the 
resistivity,(, of the mixture, and the volume ratio, V 8! v1/(V1 ~ v2 )_, of the 
t wo materials (V1 is the volume of the particles and v2 is the volume of the 
continuous medium) • As k1 and ~ are not knmm, but k2, ( ~ Ea~ V, and k, the 
dielectric const~~t of the mixture, are known, it is desirable to find equa~ 
t ions relating k1 and El to the known quantities. 
2. Dielectric constant 
Guillien (64) considered the variation of k with the individual dielectric 
constants, k1 and k2, and viith the volume r atio, V~ for several mixtures. He 
examined suspensions of Hg spheres in castor oil, Wood's alloy spheres in castor 
oil, KCl spheres in vacuum, and PbCl2 spheres in vacuum, CCl4, and castor oil. 
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He found that the expression derived qy 
1 - v = kl ~ k 
kl - k2 
Bruggeman ( 65) :> 
(k2)1/3 
K' :; (16) 
for spherical particles gave the best comparison 1vith experiment fo1• all of 
these suspensions. He noted that the expressions derived by Rayleigh (66) 
and Lorentz ( 67) and by the methods ( 68) of Clausius and Masotti gave nruch 
less accurate results, except for V~O. 
Guillien (64) also examined suspensions of non-spherical particles of 
KCl in vacuum, of PbCl2 in vacuum and CCl43 and of several metals in air:J 
CC14:; and ether. For all of these experiments an expression derived by 
Wiener (69) 
k = k2(kl~/') i1tV(ki-k2) :; 
~ ~~ ~ V(k1-k2) 
(17) 
in which f' is a 11 form factor" depending on the shape of the suspended 
particles, gave the best results when..)'- was chosen proplrly. Bruggeman 
showed that if k1/k2 £.4,ftcould be taken as.A: = 2(klk2)2 for particles of 
shape varying from lc;.minar to spherical~ so the final form of the 11Wiener-
Bruggeman11 relation was, 
J. J. 
k • k2(k1~2(k1k2)2) ~ 2(klk2)2V(kl~k2) o (18) 
k1 + 2(klk2)2- V(k1 - k2 ) 
Gullien showed also, for several suspension of non-spherical particles, 
that the variations in the polarization:; dP/dV~ produced by an increase in 
pressure 1-rere best explained by the Wiener-Bruggeman relation, Eq. (18). 
rn every case, the Lorentz ( 67) and Rayleigh ( 66) expressions gave results 
lvhich ~Vere nD.lch less accurate than the 1iiener-Bruggeman relation. 
Rushman and Strivens (70) showed, however, that a suspension of non-
spherical particles of Ba.Ti03 in air followed the Wiener relation, Eq. (17) :J 
with.)-(-::-: 2k2 ll the form factor for spheres .:. in the range of V, OL.V -'0.30. 
This form of the Wiener relation is the same as the result derived for spheres 
from the Clausius-Hosotti theorem ( 68) and the same as that derived by 
Rayleigh ( 66). 
Roberts (39) used the Clausius-r1osotti formula (or Wiener formula~ 
Eq. (17) :J w:fth_A • 2K?) to determine the dielectric constant of phosphor 
particles suspended J.n a plastic. He found the same values of k1 for the 
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particles when they were suspended in any of three plastics which had 
widely different values of k2• This observation indicates that the Wiener (Clausius-}iosotti) relation gives results which are at least self-consistent 
for phosphor-plastic suspensions. 
3. Internal field as a function of applied field 
Destriau (30) assumed that an applied field, Ea9 would displace charges 
in a dielectric from their normal position in such a manner as to create a 
field , Ed, antagonistic to the applied field. The "local" field, E09 internal 
to a dielectric would then be 9 
...::.. ...::.. ~ 
Eo = Ea - Ed. (19) 
He showed that this gives, 
(20) 
where c is a constant, k is the dielectric constant of the medium.ll f is the 
resistivity of the medium, and~ /27fis the frequency of the applied field. 
This result does not suggest any difference between the field internal to 
the phosphor particles and the local field in the medium., 
Roberts (39) used the methods of Clausius and Mosotti to find an ex= 
pression for the local field_, E0~ in a dielectric mixture: 
(21) 
The resistivity of the sample and the applied field frequency enter in this 
relation by considering k1 and k2 as complex numbers (see APPENDIX B). Both 
Roberts' and Destriau 1 s results, Eqs. (20)and (21), gave E0 = Ea for the 
samples _used in this investigationo 
Roberts (39) also used the methods of Clausius and Mosotti to determine 
the field, ~' internal to phosphor particles as a function of the applied 
field~ 
- 3k2 
Ea _2_k_2_'.l'_k_l_=_V_(_k_l =_k_2_)_ (22) 
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He found, for a ZnS/ZnSe~Cu phosphor, that the brightness of electrolumines-
cence depended only on t his internal field~ El• This result appeared to 
substantiate the use of the Clausius-Mosotti relation. 
Destriau (71) showed that, although the magnitude of the internal field 
differed very little from the applied field for most samples used~ there was 
an appreciable phase difference between the applied and internal fieldso 
Roberts (39) showed that in using the Clausius=Mositti method~ such a phase 
difference was a direct consequence of the use of complex dielectric constants. 
There are, then, appreciable differences among the reported ranges of 
validity of the Clausius-Mosotti (Wiener) relation~ in particular. In view 
of these differences, a detailed investigation of the variations of k with V~ 
for phosphor particles of known k1 suspended in plastics of known k2, would 
be desirable. 
TV. PROPOSED VARIATIONS 
A. Fleeting Illumination 
For a phosphor, which exhibits a visible phosphorescence of about 5 
minutes duration, the fleeting illumination should result almost entirely 
from the release of e~ectrons in deep traps of lifetimes greater than 5 
minutes. Further, if such a phosphor is irradiated to saturation (all traps 
filled) and if an ac field strong enough to empty all traps is applied, 
these deep traps should be emptied essentially instantaneously. 
Therefore, it is proposed that under the conditions prescribed in the 
previous paragraph, and for a gi ven rest time j tr, the light sum, S~ of 
fleeting illumination is independent of the applied field frequency over the 
field frequency range considered in this investigation, 80-5000 cps~ 
B. Permanent Extinction 
For a phosphor~ which exhibits a visible phosphorescence of about 5 
minutes duration, the pe rmanent extinction should result almost entirely 
from field action on electrons in shallow traps of lifetimes varying from 
less than a millisecond to about 5 minutes. Spe cifically, the field should 
alter the electronic structure of the phosphor in such a manner as to permit 
some of the trapped electrons to find non=radiative paths back to their 
normal states, thus reducing the numbers of electrons which could contribute 
to phosphorescence. Since the rate of this structure modification (twice 
the applied field frequency) is of the same order as the reciprocal life-
times of electrons in some of these traps, the extinction should depend on 
the field frequency. 
.. 
• 
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Therefore, it is proposed that a quantitative explanation of extinction 
would require detailed knowledge of the distribution of shallow traps and of 
the relative probability of a non-radiative transition during a single 
Rpplication of the field. Such detailed information is not available for 
Z'nS/CdS:Cu . 
However, the following assumptions are made: 
Bo - Bf (1) The rate of extinction, R ~ --.....-- , is proportional to the 
Bo 
number of trapped electrons which make non-radiative transitions per unit time. 
(2) The number of trapped electrons which make non-radiative transitions 
per unit time is probably not proportional to the rate of structure modifi-
cation (twice the field frequency), but depends on this rate by some simple 
relation. 
Based on these assumptions, the following qualitative proposal is made: 
the rate of extinction, R, depends on the applied field frequency by a 
relation of the same form as that sug.~ested in assumption (2). 
C. Inversion 
Inversion apparently depends on the structure modification. Again 
detailed information is required before any quantitative explanation can 
be given. It is proposed, qualitatively, that the magnitude of inversion 
increases as the applied field frequency is increased. 
D. Effects of the Variation in Dielectric Constant 
The field internal to a dielectric depends 'on the dielectric constant, 
which in turn depends on the frequency of measurement. It is proposed that 
any of the observed effects could be due to differences in the internal 
field, for a given applied field, at the various field frequencies used. 
V. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
A. Objectives of the Experiment 
The principal objective of the actual experiment was to investigate 
the effects of field frequency 1men an ac field was applied to 2nS/CdS:Cu 
phosphors during their normal phosphorescence decay. In particular, attempts 
were made to determine the variations in the light sum, S, of fleeting 
illumination, and in the ~ate, R, of permanent extinction, with the 
applied field frequency. 
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A secondary objective was to confirm some of the effects observed by 
other investigators in electrophotoluminescence. Specifically, attempts 
were made to observe the effects, reported by nestriau and others, of 
varying sample temperature, applied field strength, irradiation time, and 
phosphor composition. 
B. Sample Preparation 
The sample construction was basically similar to that of Mager (72), 
but differed ~~dely in many details. A volume, V1, of the phosphor powder 
was suspended in a volume, V2, of a liquid commercial casting plastic. The 
phosphor-plastic suspension was poured on a highly polished stainless steel 
plate, A, Fig. 7. Teflon strips, B, of the desired sample thickness were 
spaced on the steel plate to give maximum sample area consistent with the 
size of the 11 nesa"* glass slide, C, which was the top of the "sandwich11 • 
This slide had an evaporated aluminum electrode, D, across one end of the 
conducting surface, E. Pressure was exerted on the slide and the plate, 
forcing air bubbles, if any existed, out of the area between the Teflon 
strips. Usually some of the liquid would flow betlveen the plate and Teflon, 
so the sample thicknesses were slightly greater than the Teflon thicknesses. 
The sandwich was clamped together and allowed to stand about 30 minutes. 
It was then pla ced near a 100 watt incandescent lamp and heated at about 
80°C for 30 minutes to solidify the pla stic. 
The plas tic shrinks about seven percent during hardening. Therefore, 
in the volume r ation, V = ~/(V1+V2), V2 = 0.93 v2. The Teflon thicknesses 
used, tt = 0.003 in and o.ou6 in, resulted in the sample thicknesses, 
t = 0.004 in and 0.0075 in. The breakdown strength of the phosphor-p~astic suspension was about 3.5 x lOS v/in, so even with the maximum applied 
potential, Vmax = 1000 v, there was no brea.kdown for any of the samples. 
C. Examination for Possible Electroluminescence 
After a sample of a gi ven phosphor was prepared, it was first examined 
for possible electroluminescence. This was done by applying an alternating 
potential between the aluminum contact, D, Fig. 7, and the steel plate, A. 
This potential wa s varied ov~ the r ange, 0 ~ V ~1000 v, at any field 
frequency in the range, 6o~f~6000 cps. 
*11 Nesa11 is a Coming designation for a soft glass with a particular 
type of transparent, conducting layer fired on one side of the glass. 
.. 
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Fig. 7 Top and side vie>vs of prepared sample 
A: Stainless steel plate 
B: Teflon spacers 
C: Nesa glass slide 
D: Evaporated aluminum contact 
E: Conducting surface of the nesa gl ass 
F: Phosphor-plastic suspension (solid) 
D 
....____ E 
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The phosphors which did not electroluminesce under these conditions 
were~ AgCl:Ag~ Nai:Tl~ Nai~Tl, Nai9 KI~ NaBrj KBr~ and a group of phosphors* 
designated only by their Radio Manufacturers ' Association code number: RMA 
Nos. P-1, P-4, P-5, P-7 (blue) , P-7 (yellovr), P-12 , P-14.~ and P-15 (for 
characteristics of these Rt1A phosphors, see Leverenz ( 73)). · The sample for 
vJhich electroluminescence Has observed under t!'lese conditions was made from 
a commercial electroluminescent phosphor**. The brightness of electro-
luminescence from this last phosphor increased with applied potential and 
~~th increasing frequency. The principal wavelength of electroluminescence 
emission from this phosphor changed from green to blue~green as the frequency 
was increased. These variations were not examined quantitatively$ 
D. Choice of Phosphors for Further Investigation 
After the samples had been examined for electroluminescence, they were 
irradiated in the dark . and examined for other electrophotoluminescence 
properties. It was observed that the medium duration phosphors.9 P-4, P-14, 
and P-7(y) 9 exhibited appreciable fleeting illumination~ extinction, and 
inversion. The direction and magnitude of the observed effects depended on 
the phosphor composition. Since both P-14 and P- 7(y) were ZnS/CdS~Cu 
phosphors~ these two 'lvere chosen for further investigation. Throughout the 
remainder of this •-vo rk, the only p,-7 phosphor discussed will be the yellow 
component~ P-7(y). 'l'herefore, the (y) will be dropped from the designation. 
The composition and principal wavelength of emission for these phosphors are 
given in Table 1. · 
Table l. Composition and wavelength of maximum phosphorescence intensity 
for P-7 and P-14 phosphors 
·A 
P-7 
P-14 
M Phosphor 
B 
ZnS CdS Cu 
0.,006 
o.oo6 
c 
5500 
5800 
B: Weight percent of components (furnished by Mr. L. E. Noon, General 
Electric Co • .~~ Chemical Products Works, Cleveland, Ohio) 
C: #avelength of maximum phosphorescence intensity, in ~ 
-.!!-Some of these phosphors were donated to the author by the General Electric 
Co.~ Chemical Products Works~ Cleveland~ Ohio, and the remainder were purchased 
from Sylvania Electric Products ~ Inc. , Tungsten and Chemical Division, Towanda, Pa. 
**This phosphor was donated to the author by Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 
Lighting Division, Salem~ Mass. 
• 
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E. Experimental Arrangement and Preliminary Procedure for 
Investigating Electrophotoluminescence Phenomena 
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The steel plate of a sample was held against a flat copper plate by a 
Teflon covered wire, A, Fig. 8, ivhich was wound around both plates. The 
copper plate was soldered to a copper bar, B, which was supported in a Dewar 
f.lask, C. High voltage conta.cts, D, were clamped to the steel plate and the 
aluminum electrode. A thermocouple, E, was held to the top of the glass slide 
by a piece of plastic tape. More of this tape, F, was used as a mask defining 
the exposed emission area. 
The wire," A, served as heater for the sample <Then temperatures above 
room temperature were desired. The Dewar flask, C, filled with a mixture of 
dry ice and acetone, and the copper bar, B, served as a heat sink when 
temperatures )Jelow room temperature 1-rere desired. Liquid nitrogen was 
tried, but at the r edu ced temperatures attainable with liquid nitrogen, 
formation of frost on the sample could not be prevented by the methods used. 
The sample, A, Fig. 9, was positioned directly in front of the entrance 
sU.t, B, of a monochromator and directly under an ultraviolet source, C. 
The light output from the monochromator passed through a blackened tube, D, 
to the photomultiplier refrigerator, E. The current output from the photo-
multiplier was carried to the electrometer (not shown in Fig. 9) by 
shielded cable, F. 
_The voltage divider for the photomultiplier was in the chicken wire 
cage, G. The voltage was supplied by power supply (not shown in Fig. 9) 
through shielded cable, H. The wires, I, carried the current for heating 
the sample. A stream of dry nitrogen was directed across the sample by the 
hose, J. The source, monochromator, and sample were enclosed in a dry box, K. 
The alternating voltage applied across the sample was supplied by a 
variable frequency generator, A, Fig. 10. The available voltage, after the 
ad<iition of the transformer, B, was in the range, O~V~lOOO v. 
Applied voltage was measured by the vacuum tube voltmeter, C, Fig. 10. 
Time was measured by an electric timer, D. The thermocouple emfs from the 
sample and the photomultiplier were measured by the potentiometer, E. 
Power was supplied to the sample heater by the variac-transformer 
combination, F, Fig. 10. The photomultiplier refrigerator, G, was evacuated 
by a portable vacuum unit, H. Voltage was supplied to the photomultiplier 
from the power supply, I. The current output from the photomultiplier was 
fed through the electrometer, J, to an Ayrton shunt (not shown). The current 
through the shunt was measured by a spot galvanometer, K. The sample was 
shielded from all spurious light by a black cloth covering the entire dry box, 
L, and by the curtain~ H, which was closed during a run. 
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Fig. 8 Sample assembled with neater, cooling apparatus, and high voltage 
contacts 
A: Teflon covered wire for holding the sample against a copper plate and for 
heating the sample 
B: Copper bar for conducting heat away from the sample (soldered to the 
copper plate) 
C: Dewar flask 
D: High voltage contacts 
E: Chromel P-Alumel thermocouple for indicating the te~perature of the top 
of the glass .slide 
F: Black tape determining the exposed area of the sample 
.. 
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Fig. 9 Sample assembly, source, and detector in operating position 
A: Sample 
B: Entrance slit of double 
pass monochromator 
(Perkin-Elmer, Model 99 ) 
C: Ultraviolet source (Hanovia 
Sc-2537) 
D: Internally blackened tube, 
from exit slit of mono-
chromator to Hindm~ of 
refrigerator 
E: Photomultiplier 
refrigerator 
F: Shielded cable, to 
electrometer 
G: Grounded cage for shielding the 
voltage divider 
II: Shielded cable, from power 
supply 
I: Wires for carrying sample heater 
current 
J: Hose for directing a stream of 
dry nitrogen across the sample 
K: Dry box 
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Fig. 10 View of the entire apparatus for making electrophotoluminescence 
measurements 
A: Variable frequency generator 
(Communications Measurements 
Lab, Hodel 1420) 
B: Transformer 
C: Vacuum tube voltmeter 
(He-vllett-Packard, Model 410A) 
D: Electric timer (Precision 
Scientific Co.) 
E: Portable precision potenti-
ometer (Rubicon Co., No. 
2713) 
F: Variac and transformer, power 
source for sample heater 
G: Photomultiplier refrigerator 
H: Portable vacuum unit 
I: Photomultiplier power supply 
J: Electrometer · 
K: Spot galvanometer (Rubicon Co., 
No. 3418) 
L: Dry box 
M: Bla ck curtain 
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The photomultiplier was selected from a group of three RCA 1P21 tubes 
(74) and four RCA 1P28 tubes (74). Although. the 1P21 tube was supposed to 
have lower thermal noise, higher sensitivity, .and a better response curve in 
the wavelength region (5S00-58ooR) of interest in this investigationJ one of 
.the 1P28 tubes was found to be more satisfactory, at the lRw temperature 
-(-150°C) at which the tubes were operated. Also» at 5500 As both the 1P21 
and 1P28 were operating at less than 40 percent of their maximum responses. 
HoweverJ the total output from either 4vpe was still considerably greater 
than that from any non-multiplier type of tube. 
It was found that in order to obtain a steady input to the galvanometer, 
both the photomultiplier power supplyJ Fig. llJ and the electrometer9 Figo 
12, ~ad to be turned on at least an hour before being used. The voltage 
divider for the photomultiplier was a bank Of 5 X 105 (~5000) . ohm carbon 
res~stors. Although the current through these resistor?was small (2 x 
lo-4 amp), they heated sufficiently to cause them to change slightly in 
resistance. Also, the subminiature tubes used in the electrometer required 
about an hour to become stabilized. During the period of taking data, the 
power supply and the electrometer were kept on for periods of one to two 
weeks. 
The magnitude of the thermal noise in the photomultiplier was reduced 
by cooling the photomultiplier tube and the leads into the tube. The 
refrigeratorJ Fig. 13, which was similar to th~t of Engstrom (75), was 
operated normally at a vacuum of about 5 x lo-5 mm of mercury and cooled the 
tube envelope to about-150°C. The actual reduction in noise was never 
measured at this temperature, but at =117°C the thermal noise was reduced 
by a factor of 12 from the noise at 25°C. The output signal strength was 
independent of temperatureJ so the signal to noise ratio was increased by 
the same factor as the reduction in noise. The total dark current also was 
reduced by the refrigerationJ but this reduction was relatively unimportant 
as the dark current always was tucked out by part of the available bucking 
voltage, Ec, Fig. l2. 
Switching scales on the Ayrton shunt changed the output load seen qy 
the electrometer (the Ayrton shunt was directly across the terminals marked 
"To Galvanometer" in Fig. 12). Consequently a given current input to the 
electrometer did_not produce deflections on the galvanometer in the same 
ratio as indicated ey the various scales on the Ayrton shunt. The true · 
deflection ratios were carefully measured over all scales on the Ayrton 
shunt. 
The output from the electrometer was checked for linearity using a 
potentiometer as input. ~he output was linear for an input variation range, 
o:viti=·220 rnv. The maximum input potential (product of photomultiplier 
current and scale resistor3 R1=~9 Fig. 12) encountered during quantita~ 
ti ve runs was about 200 mv. 
~ .· 
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Fig. 11 Power supply for photomultipliers 
cv 4.0 JA-f, 2000 v 
c2 : 4.o ~f, 2000 v 
C3: 0.5 ~f, 600 v 
C4: 0.1 p.f, 1200 v 
C5: 0.3 J-lf' 1200 v 
C6: 0.1 f-A-f, 1200 v 
R1: l K 
~:5M 
Sl + S2: DPST (on-off) 
s3 ~ S4: DPST (on-off) 
s5 + s6: SPDT 
Ea: 1.5 v 
~: 45 v 
Ec: 24 v 
\: 3 K 
R2: 15 K 
R3: 30 K 
R4: 150 K 
R5: 300,400JL 
R6: 1.511 M 
R3: 50 K 
R4: 100 K, '0.5 w 
R5: 60 K, JD.O w 
R6: 185 K, 1.0 w 
R7: 50 K, 0.5 w 
R8: 700 K, 2.0 w 
~: 75 K, l.Ow 
Fig. 12 Electrometer circuit 
R7: 3.045 M 
Rs: 16.021 M 
~: 35.3 M 
~0: 50 K, wire wound pot 
R11: 50 K, Helipot 
R12:: 200 M 
R13: 100 K 
R14: 99 K 
R15: .2 K, Helipot 
R16: . 50~, wire wound pot 
R17: 50J1., wire wound pot 
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TO GALVANOMETER 
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Fig. 13 Refrigerator for photomultipliers 
A: Standard 11-prong plug for photomultiplier leads 
B: Stupekoff seals for photomultiplier leads and thermocouple wires 
C: 0-ring seal 
D: Monel tubing 
E: Silver soldered joints 
F: Plastic support rods 
G:· Nickel-plated surfaces 
H: Brass support ring (soldered to walls of liquid nitrogen chamber) 
I: Photomultiplier 
J: Optically flat quartz window 
K: Apiezon-W seal 
L: Brass tubing of diameter, 0.75 in 
M: Standard 2-prong plug for thermocouple v..rires 
N: No. 34 B. and S. gauge manganin wire 
0: No. 16 B. and S. gauge copper wire 
P: Teflon tape 
Q: Brass ring with 11 holes, through which passed the copper leads (soldered 
to brass ring; R) 
R: Brass ring holding tube socket (rested on brass ring, H) 
S: Steel uool 
T~ Brass shield which extended two-thirds of the way around the photomulti-
pl_ier tube (soldered to brass. ring, R) 
" ' .
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The coarse zero adjustment of the galvanometer was accomplished by short-
ing the grid of the output tube.s> A11 Figo 12 9 to ground.~> setting the filament 
current of the dununy tube.s> B9 at lOoO mal) and adjusting the filament current 
of the output tube, A.s> until the current through the galvanometer was 
approximately zero. The fine zero adjustment was then achieved by varying 
the resistor.~> R15.s> until the current through the galvanometer was zero. 
The monochromator was set at the wavelength of maximum emission intensity 
for the given phosphor (see Table 1). The total light intensity fromthe 
samples used was relatively weak, so the slits on the monochromator were 
opened to 2 mm. 
The source.s> sample, and monochromator were positioned so that maximum 
phosphorescence response was obtained for a given irradiation time. Once 
these relative positions were established1 the dry box was closed and not 
opened again until cold (lOOC) temperature data was to be taken. 
After the dry box was closeds the stream of dry nitrogen was turned on 
for one-half hour before data was taken. The ac generator and the vacuum 
tube voltmeter were given their respective recommended warmup times of ten 
minutes and two minutes before being used. 
F. Procedure for Taking Normal Phosphorescence Decay, Fleeting illumination.~> 
Extinction.~> and Inversion Data 
The experimental arrangement described in APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE E.s> 
required two operators fcir taking data. One operator set the magnitude and 
frequency of the voltage across the sample.~> adjusted the sample temperature.~> 
and controlled the times of application of ultraviolet and field. This 
operator also recorded the galvanometer deflections as read by the second 
operator. The second operator set the photomultiplier voltage, controlled 
the ranges used on the electrometer and Ayrton shunt, and read the galvano;.. 
meter deflections. 
With a given sample mounted as shown in Fig. 8» 9.s> and lO.s> the first 
operator turned on the ultraviolet11 kept it on for a specified times then 
turned it off. During this irradiation period the grid of the output tube .s> 
A, Fig. 12.~> of the electrometer was shorted to ground by the switch, S6o 
At the instant when the first operator turned off the ultraviolet ~ the second 
operator switched the output of the photomultiplier onto grid A by the switch, 
S5. The initial deflection was noted and the normal decay allowed to con-
tlnue for several minutes beyond the disappearance of detectable emission. 
This same operation was repeated for successively increasing irradiation 
times until subsequent runs gave the same initial deflection; that is.s> 
until saturation had been reached. The irradiation times finally used 
were: 20 seconds for samples of P=7 and 40 seconds for samples of P-14. 
.. 
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Henceforth, the operations of shorting the grid of the output tube~ A, to 
ground, and opening this grid to the photomultiplier will be designated qy 
the terms, llshorting grid A" and 11 opening grid Afl ~ respectively. 
The sample was then investigated for its normal phosphorescence decay. 
It was irradiated to saturation, the ultraviolet was turned off~ and grid A 
was opened. The galvanometer deflections were read at four and three 
second intervals for P-7 and P-143 respectively. The normal decay curve for 
a given sample was plotted and an analytical expression for the curve deter-
mined. It was found that both P-7 and P=l4 obeyed decay laws of the form~ 
Dt ~ ~(t/~)-n , where Dt was the galvanometer deflection at any time~ t, 
and ~was the galvanometer deflection at some particular time~ t ~~. 
The galvanometer deflection, Dt~ at any time, t~ was proportional to the 
photomultiplier current at that time. This current was proportional to the 
brightness of the sample at the time, tj so the relative variation of the 
deflection, Dt, was the same as the relative variation of the brightness, :q. 
Based on these findings~ the field application and removal times were 
chosen. The choices of the particular field application and removal times, 
and the reasons for the-se choices ~ are given in RESULTS AND DISCUSSION A. 
A typical set of data for a sample of P-7 at a given temperature, and 
for given field strength and field frequency, was taken as follows: the 
second operator zeroed the electrometerj bucked out the photomultiplier 
dark current, and shorted grid A. The first operator turned on the ultra-
violet and the timer simultaneously. At t' = 20 sees (t 1 was measured from 
the instant the ultraviolet and timer were turned on), the first operator 
turned off the ultraviolet and the second operator opened grid A. Normal 
decay readings were taken until the first operator applied the field at 
t '= 28 sees. Readings were taken at t 1= 29 and 32 sees and then at the 
usual four second rate while the field was still on. The field was 
removed at tV = 6o sees and readings were taken at t 1 ~ 61 and 64 sees and 
then at the usual four second rate with the field off. The field was applied 
again at t ' = 92 sees and readings were taken at t 1 = 93 and 96 sees and 
then at the usual four second rate w1ile the field was still on. The field 
was removed at t' = 124 sees and readings were taken at t 1 = 125 and 128 sees. 
After this last removal~ readings were t aken at the usual four second rate 
for a few readingsj then every eight seconds, and finally every 30 seconds 
until the signal was obscured by background at t v ~ 2=6 mins 9 depending on 
the temperature. At this time, the second operator checked the extent of the 
total dark current drift (if any), shorted grid A, and checked the zero 
change (if any). 
A time interval of about ten minutes elapsed before a subsequent run 
was taken. At a given temperature, field strength was varied with field 
frequency held constant~ and field frequency was varied with field strength 
held constant. The order of using different field frequencies for a given 
field strength was varied. Also numerous normal decay runs were interspersed 
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among the field runs. Finally, after about every tenth run, grid A was 
opened with no signal applied and the dark current drift was recorded over 
a period of about ten minutes. This drift was essentially linear with time 
for every check made, so it was assumed linear for all field and normal decay 
runs. The magnitude of the dark current drift was usually so small that 
the data corrected for dark current drift was, within the experimental 
error due to other factdrs,the same as the uncorrected data, except for the 
data at the tail of the decay curves (times well beyond that at which field 
data 1.vas t aken). 
To heat the sample, the first operator applied a voltage to the heater-
wire, A, Fig. 8, by using the variac-transformer combination, F3 Fig . 10. 
After the sample had reached a new constant temperatureJ the procedure 
described in the previous two paragraphs was repeated. 
To obtain data below room temperature, it was necessary to open the 
dry box and fill the Dewar flask. Then another wait of about one-half hour 
was required while the sample cooled to an equilibrium temperatureJ at 
whi ch time the described procedure was repeated. 
' 
The procedure for P-14 was the same as for P-7, except for the times 
used and the number of field applications. For P- 14, the irradiation was 
removed at t' = 40 secs 3 the field was applied at t 1 = 43 secs 3 and data 
was taken at _tr = 44 and 46 sees and at the usual three second rate until 
the field was removed at t' =55 sees. Data was taken at t' =56 and 58 
sees and at the usual three second r ate until the signal was obscured at 
t' = 40-80 ~ecs, depending on the temperature. 
Data were taken for several samples of each type of phosphor. The 
designationJ P-7,3, will be used to indicate sample No. 3 of the phosphor, 
P-7. The t hicknesses, areas~ and volume ratios of all the samples discussed 
are given in APPENDIX C. 
The raw data were recorded as double numbers, for example: 11 5-74". 
This meant the fifth most s ensitive scale on the Ayrton shunt and a 
galvanometer deflection of 74 ~~. The total zero drift was recorded in the 
same fashion. 
The times, t', were changed to times, t, measured from the instant the 
ultraviolet was turned off. Therefore, for P-7 phosphor, t = t'-20, and for 
the P-lh phosphor, t = t'-40. The zero drift was assumed linear with time, 
t 1 , and plotted accordingly. The electrophotoluminescence data were reduced 
to the same scale, the appropriate zero drift correction was made at each 
time, t, and the corrected data were recorded ~· time, t. 
.. 
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The data from two to five runs for a given sample~ with all parameters 
held constant, were averaged and this average was plotted as a function of 
time, t. A-typical set of luminescence data and corrections is given in 
APPENDIX Dl o 
The error shown at a given point on any luminescence curve is the standard 
deviation. A quantitative explanation of the errors considered is given in 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION G. 
G. Preliminary Attempts to Measure Dielectric Constant and Resistivity 
The first attempt to measure the capacitance of the samples was made 
using the electrometer, Fig. 12. Resistor~ ~2 ~ and switch, s7, were dis~ 
connected and a .20 t'-t"f condenser was connected between grid A and ground., 
Tube A was driven to saturation, the input was removed3 and the decay plotted 
vs. time. The sample was then connected across the 20~~f condenser~ tube A 
was driven to saturation again, and the ne1.v decay was plotted. 
This method was not satisfactory because the physical arrangement 
prevented the shielding of all elements. Without a sample, decay constants 
could be reproduced no better than about )0 percent. With a sample , decay 
constants varied as much as 200 percent. This method was discarded. 
The first attempt to measure the resistance of the samples was made on 
a standard high resistance bridge*. As this instrument was actually an 
electrometer,\) the relatively large capacitance of the sample (about 100 IJ.I-'-f 
compared with the normal grid-cathode capacitance of about two f'/4 f) caused 
the time required for the instrument to reach equilibrium to increase pro~ 
hibitively. The samples were then split apart, small pieces of the phosphor-
plastic film were painted on both sides with conducting paint, and these 
pieces were examined in the bridge. ~rift and oscillation were so3larfie that 
resistance data were reproducible to no better than a factor of 10 ~10 ., This 
method was discarded. 
Ne1.v samples were made. The capacitances of these samples were measured 
on a precision capacitance bridge**. The resistances were measured on a de~ 
high resistance bridge***. 
H. Apparatus and Procedure for Measuring Dielectric Constant. 
The sample, assembled with heater wires and thermocouple, was connected 
across the input tenninals of the precision 
*Special Instruments Lab~ Inc;!! Megohm ~ridge 9 Model 144 
**General Radio Capacitance Bridge, Type No. 716-C 
***Ideal Industries, Inc.~ Resistohmeter 
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capacitance bridge, and the vertical plates of an oscilloscope were connected 
across the output terminals of the bridge. A small signal from the variable 
frequency generator was applied across the sample and the bridge was balanced. 
For a given sample at a given temperature this procedure was carried out 
tw:i.ce each frequency. The sample was heated to a new equilibrium temperatut'e 
and this procedure was repeated. After data had been taken at the maximum 
des.ired temperature, the samples were cooled and data was taken at the same 
equilibrium temperatures as had been chosen during heating. A given sample 
was investigated again in this same fashion at a later date. 
During a given run, the capacitance of a sample at a constant frequency 
was reproducible to a standard deviation of 0.4 percent. The deviation in the 
reproducibility of runs taken on different dates was 2.2 percent. For seven 
samples of plastic films, in which there was no suspended phosphor, and among 
which the areas and thicknesses varied, the dielectric constant was reproducible 
to 6.8 percent. 
The raw capacitance data were corrected forihe constant capacitance of 
the leads, about 3~~f. The capacitance data for P-7,12 at 24°C are given 
in APPENDIX D2. The capacitance of a given sample, for constant values of 
all parameters, was averaged over all runs, and the average dielectric 
constant was calculated as described in APPENDIX E. The error shown at any 
point on a curve of dielectric constant vs. temperature is the standard 
deviation. 
I. Apparatus and Procedure for Measuring Resistivity 
The sample, assembled with heater wires and thermocouple, was connected 
across the output terminals of the resistance bridge. The bridge was balanced 
four or five times and a reading taken at each balance. This procedure was 
repeated at the same temperatures for which capacitance data were taken. A 
given sample was examined. on several different days. 
At a given temperature and during a given run, the resistance of a 
sample was reproducible to a standard deviation of lS percent. For a given 
sample, over several runs, the deviation in the reproducibility was about 40 
percent. For five samples of plastic film in which there was no ' phosphor 
suspended, the resistivities varied by about 100 percent at 27°C and about 
a factor of 4 at 7S°C. Resistivity data for P-7, 12 at several temperatures 
are given in APPENDIX D3. 
No corrections were made to the resistance data. The error shown at a 
given point on a curve of resistivity~· temperature is the standard devia-
tion. 
• 
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VIo RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Normal Phosphorescence Decay 
The normal phosphorescence decay curves were plotted for seven samples 
of P-17 and for five samples of P-14. The decay curves at room temperatures 
were used as bases for determining the times of field application and removaL 
The best samples of P-?were Nos. 7,3 3 63 and 5. The decays for these 
samples follo>ved the law, Dt s Dt{t/"t'}-nl~ in the time interval, 6(_t2) ~ t-~ 
28(~4) sees, with n1 ~ 0.98 (~0.06). These decays fcllowed the law, Dt ~ 
Dt(t/-t')-n23 in the time interval~ 28(~4)!: t ~ 110(~10) secs 9 with n2 :::: L20 
(~0.07). It was decided that the field would be applied at t ~ 8 sees~ 
removed at t = 40 sees, applied again at t = 72 sees, and removed at t ~ 
104 sees. Then3 if the decay law were unchanged by the field (as Destriau 
(.57) found for ZnS/CdS~Cu), during the first period of field application, 
the decay in the field should have shown a change of exponent from about 0.98 
to about 1.20. During the second period of field application, the decay law 
should have retained a constant exponent of about 1.20. 
The best sample of P-14 was No. 2. The decay for this sample followed 
the law, Dt • Dt{t/~-n:> in the time interval, 4(-o-1) '!: t.:: 18(o(lo2) sees)) with 
n = 1.05 (~o.oB}. The decay after t :::: 20 sees wa.§ not examine~ quantitatively. 
It was decfded that . the field would be applied at t :: 3 sees and removed at 
t = 15 sees. If the decay law were unchanged by the field, the decay in the 
field should have s.~own a constant exponent of about LO). Curves of the 
normal phosphorescence decay for P-7, 7 at 27°C and for P-14!>2 at 26°C3 scaled 
to the same ordinates, are given in Fi g. 14. The important regions of the 
respective decays with a 5000 cps field applied are also shown in Fig. 14o 
It should be noted that after t ~ 125 sees for P~7~73 and after t ~ 30 sees 
for P-14, 2, both normal decay curves could be represented by either exponenti. al 
or hyperbolic decay laws. 
Data were actually taken every four seconds for P-7, 7 and every three 
seconds for P-14,2. In Fig. 14~ only about one·-third of the experimental 
points are shown. In subsequent graphss the experimental points determin-
ing the normal decay c~rves will not be shown unless they can be included 
without detracting from the important variations in the field curves. 
B. Fleeting illumination 
l. General discussion 
For both P-7 and P-14 phosphors p the phenomenon of fleeting illumination 
was superposed on that of extinction. Therefore, the initial studies of fleet-
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ing illumination were made after the normal phosphorescence had practically 
disappeared; that is, after the extinction had disappeared. This procedure 
could not be carried out with any accuracy, however, because of the large 
errors at the low light levels at the tail of the normal decay curves (see 
Fig. 14)., 
It was found that the frequency independence (but not the absolute value) 
of the light sum, S~ of fleeting illumination could be established by noting 
that the g~l·vanometer deflections ratios .• n9;n12 for P-7 and D4/D6 for P-14 
were independent of frequency (for justifiaation o.f this statement, see 
APPENDIX F)., These ratios were the ratios of the maximum def~ections attained 
iin.ll13diately after the fields were applied, to the deflections at the first 
reading subsequent to these maximum deflections. These particular deflection 
ratios were called the 11 light sum ratios" for their respective phosphors. 
2., Variations of fleeting illumination vnth field strength 
An indication of the variations of the fleeting illumination with applied 
voltage, at a field frequency of 5000 cpss for P~7,7 at 27°C can be obtained 
from Fig. 15. The magnitude .of the fleeting illumination increased with 
applied voltage. Since the phenomenon of extinction was superposed on the 
fleeting illumination~ quantitative information concerning'the actual form of 
the variation, S(Va) 3 was not readily attainable. 
An indication of the variations of the fleeting illumination with 
applied voltage, at a field frequency of )000 cps.v for P~l4.v2 at 260C can 
be obtained from Fig. 16. The most important· effect to be observed in Fig. 
16 ·is the effect produced by the application of the potential, Va :::: 250 v 
(that is, for this sample~ the field ~ Ea s 2 x 104 v/cm). No fleeting 
illumination wa13 observed. This sare initial .extinction was observed, at 
250 v, for t..l1e frequencies!' .,;f jill 80 and 800 cps 11 at this temperature . 
This result was explained, in general, by the mechanism that fleeting 
illumination resulted from the emptying of deep, impurity induced traps 
(Tt in Fig. 1) by field accelerated electrons in the conduction band (as 
proposed by Destriau and Curie (35,47)). On this basis, there were two 
possible explanations; either the energy acquired by th~ field accelerated 
electrons under the influence of the field, Ea 1!11 2 x 104 v/cm3 was not 
sufficient to affect the deep traps in this phosphorJ or the ext.inction 
effect produced by this field was so great.v relative to any fleeting 
illumination which might have existed, that the fleeting illumination 
simply was obscured. The latter explanation was more probable., 
3. Variations of fleeting illumination with field frequ.en.sr 
The variation'S of the light sum ratio.lJ D9/D12jl with field frequency 
for P-7,7 at 27°C were determined from Fig. 1{., This ratio was independent 
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of frequency. As the extinction effect for this phosphor was frequency 
dependent, it was quite probable that the light sum of fleeting illumination 
was frequency independent (see APPENDIX F)~ 
Similar variation of the light sum ratio, D4/D6, for P-14.,2 at 26°C 
were determined from Fig. 18. This ratio was independent of frequency. As 
the extinction effect for this phosphor also was independent of frequency, 
the light sum, S, of fleeting illumination was independent of frequency. 
This frequency independence of the light sum of fleeting illumination 
was explained immediately if the assumption were made that fleeting illumin-
ation resulted from emptying of the deep, impurity induced traps of lifetimes, 
~75 mins. In such a case, for fields of sufficient strength and of 
frequencies, 80,800 and 5000 cps, essentially all of these traps were emptied 
in the first half-cycle of the field. 
4. Variations of fleeting illumination with temperatures 
For P-7,7 the variations of the fleeting illumination with applied 
potential were observed at 27(~5)°CJ 33(~l)oc, and 66(!?)oc. At"all these 
temperatures, the fleeting illllmination tncreased with applied potential. 
The exact nature of the increase was not determined. -
For P-14,2, the variations of fleeting illumination were observed at 
26(~1)°C, 30(~1)°C, and 6o(~5)°C. The variations observed at all of these 
temperatures were similar, ~ith the exception of the effects produced by the 
application of the 250 v potential. At 30°C the initial extinction produced 
qy the 250 v potential was less than that at 26°C. At 60°C a fleeting 
illumination was observed (see Fig. 19). 
This series of observations was explained, qualitatively, by the 
hypotheses that deep traps contributed to fleeting illumination and shallow 
traps contributed to normal decay (and, therefore~ to extinction). A 250 v 
potential applied to this sample accelerated conduction electrons to sufficient 
energies to empty only a small number of the deep traps. At 26°C, this field 
was strong enough to produce the extinction action on relatively large numbers 
of the shal l ow traps. At 30°C, more of the shallow traps, which had energies, 
~= kT, were emptied by thermal vibrations than at 26°C. Therefore, the 
extinction action of the fields. affected a smaller number of the shallow traps 
at 30°C than at 26°C. The number of filled deep traps, however, remained 
essentially unchanged, as the deep traps probably had energies, 
0.1~ £~.7 ev. At 60°C, the number of filled shallow traps was reduced to 
such an extent, that the contribution to the light from electrons released 
from the deep traps, which were still essentially unchanged in number, was 
greater than the extinction effect on the shall ow traps. 
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A somewhat similar phenomenon~ Fig. 20.11 was exhibited for P~7:l7 at the 
second application of the field. At 27°C~ the initial extinction produced 
by the second application of the field Has less than that produced by the 
second application of the field at 12°C. At 66°C~ at the second application 
of the field, a fleeting illumination was observed. 
• 
It s~emed plausible that the reappearance of a second fleeting 
illumination could be attributed to a transfer of activation. Consider 
only the deep traps which contributed to fleeting illumination. The deepest 
traps, which remained filled after the first application of the field~ 
transferred their activation to some of the less deep traps which had been 
emptied at t he first application of field. These refilled traps were t~en 
reemptied at the second application of the field. If this explanation held1 
the fact .that the second fleeting illumination did not appear until a higQ 
temperature was used_, again could be explained by the relatively great ' , 
extinction action of the field until ~~G number of filled shallow traps 
was reduced by the temperature. 
The magnitude of the light sum ratio, n9/n, 29 for P-7~ 7 was independent 
of frequency at any given temperature and for a!I applied potentials. Since 
the extinction varied with frequency for this sample~ this frequency indepen-
dence was interpreted to mean that the light sum of fleeting illumination for 
this phosphor was independent of frequency. 
There existed the possibility~ as mentioned at the end of APPENDIX F9 
that the fleeting illumination and extinction varied in exactly the same 
manner with frequency, but such a varia tion was believed improbable (see 
APPENDIX F). 
Fig. 21 shows the variation of the ratio~ D9/D12, with temperature. 
The curve appears to pass through a maximum at about 29oc and a minimum at 
about 34°C, and then to increase to a much l arger value at 66°C. 
These apparent variations can be explained as follows: the absolute 
value of the r atio, n9;n129 depended on both the extinction and the light 
sum~ S, of fleeting illumlnation. As will be seen l ater, t he extinction 
increased monotonically with temperature. Therefore ~ the presence of a 
maximum in the curve, n9/n12(T) , could have been due only to the presence of 
a maximum in the curve~ S(TJ. The minimum and subsequent decrease in the 
curve, D9fD12(T), were.then results of the continuing decrease in S(T) and 
the continuing increase in the extinction. Final support for these 
explanations was given by the fact that at l00(.(1.10)°C, fleeting illumination 
had practically disappeared; at this temperature, the only action of the 
field was essentially to extinguish the phosphorescence. 
.. 
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In view of these superposed phenomena, no significance was attached to 
the actual value of the temperature at which the curve, D9/~2(T)~ passed 
through a maximum. The only conclusion was that this r a tio, and therefore, 
the light sum of fleeting illumination of this phosphor, did pass through 
a maximum. Such a variation with temperature vras observed by Destriau and 
Mattler (50,54). 
The magnitude of the light sum ratio, D4/D6, for P-14,2 also was 
independent of frequency, for any given temperature and any given applied 
voltage. Fig. 22 sho1vs the independence of this ratio with frequency 
(temperature as parameter). From Fig. 18, it can be seen that the ratio~ 
D4/D3, was also independent of frequency. This latter result happened 
because the extinction, for this phosphor~ was also independent of 
frequency. For this phosphor, then, the light sum of fleeting illumin-
ation definitely was independent of frequency. 
To emphasize the fact tha t the light sum of fleeting illumination 
for the P-7 phosphor quite probably was independent of frequency, the light 
sum ratios, D9/D12' for some other samples, P-7,3, P-7,5 and P-7,6, are 
given at all frequencies and for various temperatures, in Table 2. 
1 P-7,3 P-7,5 P-7,6 P-7,6 at at at at (cps) 28(tl) 0 c 33(+l)OC 33(tl)°C 74(!,6)°C 
)000 3.23(,!:0.3) 2. 35(.t0.4) 1. 75( +0.2) 2.88(!:_0.3) 
800 3 0 3 3 ( !.0. 3) 2 0 84(~.0. 5) 1. 70(.t0.3) 2. 86(.!,0. 4) 
80 3.13 (!.0.3) 2.38(:_0.5) 1.64(::.0.2) 2.55(!_0.4) 
For all of these phosphors, at the various temperatures quoted, the light 
sum _ratio, D9/D12' 1-.ras independent of frequency vli thin experimental error. 
For all of these samples, the extinction varied with frequency. Therefore, 
it is probable that for the P-7 phosphor, the light sum of fleeting was 
independent of frequency. 
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C. Permanent Extinction 
1. Variations of permanent extinction with field strength 
The galvanometer deflection, Dt0 , when no field 1vas applied, and the 
deflection, Dtf, in the field, were used to define the extinction ratio, f = Dtf/Dto, and the rate of extinction, R = Dto - Dtf = 1 - f t• 
Dto 
The variations of R24 and R88 with applied potential were determined 
for P-7,7 at 27°C from Fig. 15. As was expected, Rt increased with increasing 
field strength. If it were assumed that extinction were produced by a 
modification of the electronic structure of the phosphor in such a fashion 
that trapped electrons could find non-radiative paths back to the empty 
luminescence centers (as Destriau (18,57) proposed), this increase of Rt 
with field strength implied th~t stronger fields produced greater modification 
and thus permitted more trapped electrons to make non-radiative transitions. 
The variations of R12 with applied potential were determined for 
P-14,2 at 26°C from Fig. 16. It was somewhat surprising to note that, 
within experimental error, R12 appeared to be constant, or at most, 
increased only slightly ~~th field strength. Based on the assumption 
made in the previous paraeraph, this result implied that the shallow traps 
in the P-14 phosphor were sufficiently shallow that, whatever the detail ed 
nature of the structure modification was, the field produced by a 250 v 
potential (the smallest potential used) was strong enough to affect 
practically alL of these shallow traps which did contribute to extinction. 
Then the additional number of shallow traps affected by stronger fields was 
almost negligible. This explanation could be checked by applying weaker 
fields. 
2. Variations of permanent extinction with field frequency 
The variations of R24 and R88 with frequency were determined for 
P-7,7 at 27°C from Fig. 23. The relative values of R24 at the respective 
frequencies, R24(80 cps): R24(SOOcps):R24(5000 cps) = 0.19(~0.02)~0.26 
(+0.03):0.36 c~o.03) ~ 1:1.50(~0.15)~1.90(+0.17), appeared to vary as the 
natural logarithms of twice th~field frequencies, ln 160:ln 1600:ln 10,000 
= 1:1.45:1.82. The experimental errors on the values of R88' 0.29(~0o09) : 0. 40 
(+0.10):46(+0.12) = 1:1.37(+0.34)~1.59(+0.42), were too large to permit any 
quantitative conclu~io~s concerning the-variations of R88• However~ if the 
decay in the.field ~~re the same as the normal decay (as Destriau 
(57) found for ZnS/CdS:Cu), R88 at. a given fF.equency should 
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have been equal to R24 for the s ame frequency. Within experimental error~ 
such an equality held for P-7,7 at 27°C. 
Fig. 23 is an extension, in time , of Fig . 17. From these t1-vo figures, 
plots of log10(Dt/'Ilt') ~· log10(t/"t') 1-.rere made . Such a plot, for 1!= 12 sees, 
is given for P-7,7 at 27 C in Fig. 24. The slope of these curves is the 
ne cative of n, the exponent in the relation, Dt = D~(t/~)-n. It should be 
noted that at approximately the same time at which the slope of the curve 
determining the normal decay constant changed (in such a direction as to 
increase the normal decay constant) , the curves determining the field decay 
constants also began to change in such a direction as to increase the field 
decay constants . 
In the time interval, l4(~2)~t~32(~4) sees, the normal decay constant 
was n1 = 1.04(~0 ~ 06). In this _same time interval, the field decay constants 
were n1 = l.l3f-9-0.0.5) for .,..f ::: 80 cps, n1 :i: Ll3(~o.o6) for 'Vf "" 800 cps , and 
n1 • 1.06(~0.0.5) for~ ~ )000 cps . That is, wittin experimental error, the 
decays in the field had the same exponents as the normal decay . This result 
appeared to agree with that observed by Destriau (57). 
However, the quoted (average) values for np above .ll in the fields did 
vary somewhat from the quoted (average) value of n1 in the normal decay. 
Therefore, curves like that in Fig. 24 .were plotted for the normal decay of 
P-7,7 at 27°C with~= 4.ll 8.ll l6, and 20 sees; for the field decays of P-7,7 
at 27oc with It'= 16 sees; for the normal decay of P- 7 9 3 at 280C with 1i" :;: 
4,8,12,16, and 20 sees; and for the field decays of P~7 , 3 at 28°C ~~th ~ ~ 
12 and 16 sees. 
For these P- 7 samples at 27( ~1)°CJ the average value of the normal 
decay constants in the time interval.)) 6(!:_2 )~ t =:29 (~.4) sees , was n~ = 0. 98 
(~0.06). The average values of the fielg decay constants in the t~me interval .ll 
11;(!.2~ t =62(!:,4) sees , were n1 ... 1..09(:~.0·07) for"'f :.;; 80 cps , n1 ... 1..09 
C.:!:,0.06) for'Yf . :;; 800 cps .)) and n1 ::;: 1.03(:::,0.06) for¥f ~ )000 cps. 
In addition, the decay constants , n2 , in the time interval, 74~t~04 
sees~ were determined with tt" "" 76 sees. In this time interval, it was found 
that the normal decay constant was n2 ~ 1.23(~0.08). In this same time in= 
terval3 the field decay constants were n2 ::1 1;.52(~0.31) for;Vf :: 80 cps, n2 111 
1.44(~0.33) for~f :;; )000 cps. -
Within experimental error, the decays in the fie.lds did obey the same 
laws as the normal decays. Hm-1ever, as the errors were relatively large, it 
seemed that before definite conclusions were made, more precise investiga-
tion of the decay laws were warranted. 
The variations of ~2 with frequency were determined for P=l4~ 2 at 
26°C from Fig. 18. With~n experimental error~ R12 was independent of fre= 
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quencyo The lifetimes of the shallow traps in the P-14 phosphor ~vere quite 
probably less than the corresponding lifetimes for the P-7 phosphor. There= 
'\ fore, on the basis of the proposed mechan~sm that the extinction effect was 
the result of a field modification of the electronic structure of the phosphor~ 
such modification taking place every half-cycle of the field3 it was expected 
that the variation 1dth frequency would be greater for P=l4 than for P-7. The 
independence of frequency for P~l4p compared with the appreciable variation 
with frequency for P-7) was not understoodo 
3. Variations of permanent extinction with temperature 
The values of the rates of extinction, R24 and R88.9 for various P-7 
samples are given in Table 3o 
Table 3o The r~tes of extinction, R24 and R88 .9 for various P~7 samples at 
all temperatures, frequencies~ and applied voltageso 
~ R24 R88 R24 R88 (cps) 
P-7~7 
12(~~oc11 500 v 23(.;!JOC~ 500 v 
)000 Oo3l(,!.Oo 03) Oo49(~0o06) Oo27(;!.0o03) Oo39 (!,0.08) 
800 Oo22(.0o03) Oo33(!,0o0)) Oo20(!0o02) Oo34(~.0o06) 
80 Ool6(.!.0o03) Oo25(.!.o .. o6) Ool)(_!Oo02) Oo27(:::.0o07) 
27(iL)°Cz 250 v 27(~~oc.2 5oo v 
5000 Oo03 (~Oo08) Ool3(!.0olJ) Oo36(!_0o04) 0., 46(~.0 010) 
800 0~0 C!_oolO) OoO (.!.Ool)) Oo26(:t.OoO)) 0.40(!,0ol6) 
80 OoO (~Oo06) OoO (!_0.20) Ool9(.!,0o04) Oo 29(!.0o 11) 
?7("'1)°C, 750 v 32(!1)°C, 250 v 
5000 Oo48(:_0o04) Oo 60(!:,0o 12) 0.,12 (!,Oo07) Oo15 (~:.Oo 15) 
800 Oo39 (,!.OoOJ) Oo3l(,!,Ool5) Oo02 C,~,Oo09) Ool2 (~Ool5) 
80 Oo 27(t0o OJ) Oo3l(!.Oo20) OoO C:~:.,Oo 09) Oo02(=.0oll) 
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Table 3 (continued) 
.Yr R24 R88 R24 R88 (cps) 
P-7,7 (continued) 
32(.!.i) 0 c, 500 v 66(.!,5) 0 c, 250 v 
5000 o.45(!.o.o8) Oo 78(!,0o34) 0.37(!0.06) 
800 o.25(!:_o.o6) 0.3 7 (.!,Oo l)) 0.24(~0.05) 
80 o.l4 (!_o.o5) 0 0 14( :!:.0· 14) O.l9(.!,0o05) 
66(,!5)°C, 500 v 66(~)°C, 750 v 
5000 0.75(.:!:,0.10) 0.75(!:.0·13) 
800 0.63(~0.09) o. 7l(:!:_o.l4) 
80 0.58(:_0.11) o. 79(±.0.16) 
P-7,3 '• 
28(:!:.l)OC, 750 v 33(,!.1)°C, 750 v 
5000 o.59(.!.0o03) 0.67(.:!:,0.08) 
800 o. 49 (:_o. o5) o.5l(.!.0.07) o.42(.!,0o04) o.4o(~O.ll) 
80 0.35(!0.04) 0.38(±.0.08) o.38(to.o4) 0.49(!0.09) 
P-7,6 
32(!.1) °C, 750 v 74(.:!:_6) °C, 750 v 
5000 0.21(.:!:_0.03) o. 29(:!:_0.11) 0.64(.::.0.18) 
800 0.14(~0. 03) o. 29(~0.13) . o. 47(~0.19 ) 
80 0.10(~0. 03) o . 19 (!_o • 09 ) o. 42 <.!o .1 7) 
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In general, for a given sample of P-7 at constant temperature and 
constant frequency, the rate of extinction5 R24J varied approximately 
linearly with applied voltage. There is some deviation from a linear 
variation, howeverJ so more precise measurements would be desirable. 
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For temperatures up to 33GC, the r ate of extinction, R24, varied linearly 
with the natural logarithm of twice the field frequency. At higher temper-
aturesJ this variation ~~th frequency held for weak fields only. At 
stronger fields, there was a tendency toi,rard saturation with frequency . 
Upon consideration of assumptions (1) and (2), PROPOSED VARIATIONS B, 
a logarithmic variation with frequency of Rt would imply a logarithmic 
variation of the number of electrons which made non~radiative transitions 
per unit time. A mechanism, combined with a distribution of shallow trapsJ 
which would give such a variation was not understood. 
The apparent sa turation, with frequency, at higher temperatures and 
stronger fields, possibly could be explained, qualitatively, on the basis 
of assumptions (1) and (2), PROPOSED VARIATIONS B. Consider only the shallow 
traps which alone contributed to normal phosphorescence. The 80 cps field 
essentially affected only the traps of mean lifeJ -t'gl sec (therefore, 
. 1 .J., 160 
the deeper traps). The shorter lived, _ :: t ~ sec (therefore, 
. 160 10,000 
shallower), traps were the additional ones affected by the )000 cps field at 
low temperatures. At higher temperatures, these shorter lived, shallower, 
traps were partially emptied by thermal vibrations. Therefore, at the 
higher temperatures, a field of given strength emptied approximately the 
same number of traps per unit time for all frequencies . 
In general the average values of Rss were larger than the corresponding 
average values of R24• However, the errors on the values of Rss were large 
enough that within these errors, a given value of Rss equalled its corres~ 
pending value of R24• More precise work is required before definite con-
clusions can be drawn concerning Rss• 
The average decay constants for the normal and field decays of P=7 
samples are given in Table 4. At 12oc~ 23°C3 and 66°C the values are from 
P- 7,7 data. At 28°C, the values are from P-7, 7 and P- 7,3 data. At 33°C9 
the values are from P-7,7, P-7,3, and P~7,6 data. 
~thin experimental error, as can be seen from Table 4, the decay law 
was unchanged by the presence of the field for the P-7 phosphor. However, 
it seemed that the deviations of the quoted (average) field decay values 
from the quoted normal decay values were large enough to warrant more 
accurate investigation. This was especially true for the decays after the 
second field application (76i61rt ~104 sees). 
Table 4. Decay constants, n1 and ~' for P-7 samples at various temperatures 
De cay scheme 
Normal 
"'f • 5000 cps 
~ • 800 cps 
"'f = 80 cps 
Normal 
/ 
f = 5000 cps 
., 
f • Boo cps 
?f = 80 cps 
Normal 
'f = 5000 cps 
"f = 800 cps 
'f • 80 cps 
Normal 
'f • 5000 cps 
1-f = 800 cps 
"'£ • 80 cps 
-
o.B9(!o.o6) 
0.93 (!:_o.o6) 
0.85(.:!:_0.07) 
o. 96(~.0· 07) 
23 (!,i)oc 
0.94(±.0.05) 
0.96(:!_0. 06) 
1.04(.:!:0.06) 
1.09(.:!:_0.05) 
28 C,ti)oc . 
-
0.98(.:!:_0.06) 
1.04(!_0.08) 
1. 09 (:i_o. 05) 
1.09(£0.05) 
33 (.:!:_l)°C 
0.91(!:_0.10) 
1.02(~0.10) 
1.09(~0.08) 
1.06(!,0.07) 
lol7(.:!:0ol6) 
1.38(!,0.27) 
1.67(.:!:_0.38) 
1. 67(~0.35) 
lo29(~:_o.09) 
L3o(!,o. 27) 
1.40(~0.26) 
1.86(.:!:_0.48) 
1.24(~0.11) 
1.44(!,0.29) 
1.54(~0.34) 
1.52(.:!:_0.31) 
lol9(!,0ol7) 
L85(!,0o53) 
1.51(.;.0.37) 
- . 
Table 4 (continued) 
De cay scheme 
Normal 
Yf 
... )000 cps 
~ ::: 800 cps 
1f= 80 cps 
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loO)(~:.Ooll) 
Ll2(!,0.11) 
1 0 18 ( !.0 0 13 ) 
1.09(;:::0.08) 
n1 ~ Value of n during the time interval9 14(:::_2) ~t ~2(,!4) sees 
n2: Value of n during the time interval~ 76~t~l04 sees 
L34(,t0.21) 
100 percent 
error in the 
values of n 
in this 
region 
The values of the rate of extinction~ R129 for P-1492 at all voltages9 
frequencies~ and temperatures are given in Taole ). 
The rate of extinction~ R129 was essentially independent of field 
strength for the field strengths used. At 6o°C~ there may have been a slight 
increase in R12 with increasing potential. A possible explanation for this 
lack of variation with applied potential was given in RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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The rate of extinction~ R12 ~ was independent of frequency~ within exper~ 
imental error, at all temperatures and for all applied potentials. This 
frequency independence was not understood. 
Table ). Rate of extinction, R12 ~ for P-14~ 2 at various applied voltages9 
frequencies, and temperatures 
-If 
(cps) 
)000 
Boo 
80 
Va = 2)0 v 
0.2)(!,0.07) 
Oo 27 ('!,Oo 06) 
0.26(t0.06) 
va ~ )00 v 
0.26(~0.04) 
0.2)(!0.0)) 
0.1)(;:::0.07) 
Va .. 7)0 v 
0.30(:::_0.04) 
0.36(!.0·0)) 
0.26(!.0.07) 
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Table 5. Rate of extinction, ~2, for P-14,2 at various applied voltages, 
frequencies, and temperatures (continued) 
(continued) 
~ 
. va :0: 250 v Va = 500 v va :::: 750 v (cps) 
30(!_1) 0 c 
5000 0.36(!:_0. 21) Oo35 (!,Oo07) OoJ7(!;:,0o05) 
800 Oo09(_::0.27) 0 0 3 3 ( ~0 0 08) Oo38(~0o06) 
80 Ool7(,!0o23) OoJO(!,Oo08) Oo29(~0o06) 
6o(!,5)oc 
5000 o. 41(!:_0.12) o.64(~0oll) Oo52(~0o2l) 
800 0 0 49 ( ~0 0 18) Oo6l(~,Ooll) ' 0.84(~0.29) 
80 0.37(~0.15) Oo 60(!,0o 13) o. 75(!_o. 23) 
The independence of Rt with respect to frequency had an added implica~ 
tion. As was stated in APFENDIX F, if both fleeting illumination and extinc-
tion were independent of frequency , both of the deflection ratios, D4/D6 and 
D4/D3, would be independent of fre quency . Such independence was exactly what 
was observed for P-14,2 (see Figo 18). Both deflection ratios, D4/D6 and D4/D3, 
were independent of frequency for all voltages and at all temperatures . 
Therefore the frequency independence of the light sum of fleeting illumina-
tion could have been determined by considering t he ratio, n4JD3, for this 
phosphor. 
For P-14,2, the decays in the field had, within experimental error, 
the same exponent as the normal decays, at all temperatures and for all 
applied voltages. 
Far both the P-7 and P-14 phosphors, the rate of extinction, lit' showed 
a tendency to increase with temperature. 
Do Inversion Effects 
The magnitudes of inversion effects (increase in brightness observed at 
field removal) for P-7 phosphors were designated by the "inversion ratios 11 .9 
• 
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D41/D4o and D105/D104, at the first and second field removals ~ respectively. 
For P-14 samples, the inversion ratio was D16fD15. 
As can be seen from Fig. 15, the inversion ratios, D41/D4o and D1o5/D1o4 
increased with applied potential for P-7~ 7 at 27oc. This increase, for all ' 
frequencies and at all temperatures, was less rapid than linear. For example, 
at 27°C and 5000 cps, with an applied potential variation of 1:2~3, the in-
version ratio, D41/D40, varied only as 1~1.41(!0.12)~1.79(!0.14). 
. . 
From Fig. 23, it can be seen t hat the i nversion ratios increased with 
frequency. In general, the ratio, n105;n104, was greater than the ratio~ 
D41/D4o, at a given frequency, applied potential, and temperature. 
The variations with tempera ture of the inversion ratios .\) Dj,1/D1, , are 
given for P-7,7 in Fig. 25. This inversion ratio increased witfi temBerature~ 
as did the ratio, n105/D104• 
Similarly, examination of Figs. 16 and 18 shows that the inversion ratio~ 
D16fD15, of P-14,2 also increased with applied potential and frequency. Fig. 
26 presents the variations with temperature of t his ratio f or P-14~ 2. The 
observed inversion effects were not understood. 
E. Semi- Permanent Effects of the Field after Field Removal 
In Fig. 23, it can be seen that after the first field removal (in the 
time interval, 4l~t==73 sees) , t he 80 cps curve did not return to the normal 
decay curve, although it showed a trend toward the normal curve. The 800 cps 
curve coincided with the normal curve. The 5000 cps curve was above the 
normal curve and approached it. At 12° C.Il in t his same time interval, the 80 
cps curve essentially coincided with t he normal decay curve ~ the 800 cps 
curve was above the normal decay curve, and t he 5000 cps curve was above the 
800 cps curve. At 66°, in this time interval, all field curves coincided 
and were well belov1 the normal decay curve. Also at 66°C.:~ there was, at best9 
a very slow trend tovmr d the normal curve. All of these results were com-
pletely reproducible and , with t he exception of t he 12oc results .\) were 
verified on other P- 7 sampl es. 
The increase above the normal decay curve and the subsequent decay to 
the normal curve appeared to agree lvith Destriau 1s (57) observations on ZnS/ 
CdS:Cu. However, he found this effect for a f ield frequency of 50 cps. For 
the P- 7 s amples examined in t his investigation, t he initial deflection, D4lf' 
immediately after the inversion for an 80 cps f i eld, never exceeded the de= 
flection, D41 , in the normal decay. For all temperatures above 23oc, the 
deflection, Dtf, after an 80 cps field was removed, remained less than the 
corresponding deflection, Dt 0 , in t he normal decay. Further, at the second 
inversion, the initial deflection, Dl05f» immediately after an 80 cps field 
was removed, was less than the deflect~on, Dl o5o.ll in the normal decay (see 
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Fig. 23), or at most equal to it. The deflections.ll DJ,lf and Dl05f' immediately 
after a ,5000 cps field was removed, exceeded or equalied the respective deflec~ 
tions, D410 and n1050 , in the normal decay for all fields and temperatures. 
A similar situation existed for P-14~2 (see Figs. 149 16, and 18). In 
general, the initial deflection, Dl6f' immediately after an 80 cps field was 
removed, was less than or equal to the deflection, Dl6o' in the normal decay 
for all fields and temperatures. The initial deflection, Dl6f:~ immediately 
after a 5000 cps field was removed, was greater than or equal to the deflec-
tion, DI60 , in the normal decay. The initial deflection, D16f' for an 800 
cps field always was between the corresponding deflections for the 80 and 
5000 cps fields. 
That is, for both the P-7 and P-14 phosphors, the brightness failed to 
return to its normal value after the removal of an 80 cps field (and after 
the removal of higher frequency fields at high temperatures), and bright-
ness was enhanced after a 5000 cps field ~~s removed. These effects were 
not understood. 
F. Additional Observations 
No visible color chan~e was observed for eTiher the P-7 or P~l4 phosphor 
at any of the field applications or removals. 
A brief attempt was made · for P-7,7 at 27°C, to determine the value, x v 
= It{ (see Eq. (9) and Fig. S)~ of the irradiation light sumJ Si : Iti, for _ 
which the light sum, s:, of fleeting illumination would have been a maximum. 
For the source used, the light sum, S, for an irradiation time, t. ~ 20 sees, 
was greater than the light sum, S, for an irradiation time, ti ~ lo sees, and 
probably was greater than, or a t least equal to, the light sum, S, for an 
irradiation time, t· : 3 mins. That is, as Destriau (50) found for ZnS/9dS:Cu3 
the light sum.9 S( ti} of fleeting illumination apparently passed through a 
maximum for some irradiation time.)' t{. More detailed investigation of this 
variation was not carried out because the absolute value, I, of the source 
intensity was not lmmm. 
Attempts to determine the decay schemes of the inversion in a 5000 cps 
field for the P-7 sarrples at various temperatures ~.rere only partially 
successful. For some cases, the decays of inversion could have been re~ 
presented by exponential laws and in other cases, by t - n laws. There was no 
indication that the inversion decay law for a given sample varied in a pre-
dictable manner with any given parameter. 
G. Errors in Luminescence Measurements 
The error at a given point on a luminescence curve was determined 
from several sources~ 
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(1) The absolute accuracy of the galvanometer was Oo5 percento 
(2) The error from the use of the multiplying factors involved in 
changing scales on the Ayrton shunt~ thus changing the output load seen by 
the electrometer, was lol percento 
(3) The error in reading the galvanometer was Oo2 percento 
(4) The oscillations produced at a given galvanometer deflection by 
thermal fluctuations in the photomultiplier presented the following errors 
(in Figo 14h negligible in the deflection range9 60.-.Dt~; from zero to · 
four percent in the range~ 6--Dt~l; and from four to 70 percent for Dt~lo 
(5) The electrometer drift essentially was compensated for by the 
process of subtracting the probable drift at any given instant from the 
apparent galvanometer deflection at that instanto However, there was error 
in the probable drift at a given instant (see APPENDrX Dl)o The net effect 
gave the following errors on the curves in Figo 14~ negligible in the de-
flection range, 6~Dt~o2r zero to six percent in the range, 2~t==oo4; 
and from six to 80 percent for Dt ~Oo4o 
(6) The deviation in reproducibility was the principal source of any 
quoted error at the higher values of deflectiono A set of data at constant 
temperature, frequency, and applied voltage was taken four or five timeso 
The average deflection, Dt, was calculated at a given time, t~ and the stan-
dard deviation, o; of the delfections at this time, t, were determinedo For 
the rest of the data at this temperature, but at other voltages or frequencies , 
only two runs were madeo In Figo 14, for the 5000 <ps curve for P-7, 7, the 
reproducibility was as follows: five percent . in the deflection range, · co~ 
Dt~2; eight percent in the range, l~D~Oo6; 16 percent in the range, Oo6~ 
Dt4=0o4; and from 16 to 100 percent for Dt..:::;. Oo4o · 
The deviations from the average value at a given time, t, essentially 
were caused by the errors in precision, (2) to (5)o Thereforer the quoted 
error at any point is the larger of two values : the sum of the absolute · 
accuracy and precision errors, (li) to (5); or the· standard deviation, ~ 
at the given time o 
Ho Electrical Properties 
lo Introduction 
The electrical properties of the samples were measured with the antici-
pation that perhaps some of the observed variations in electrophotoluminescence 
phenomena could be attributed to variations in the dielectric constant of 
either the mixture or the phosphor particles themselves, with consequent 
variations in the internal field experienced by the particles (see Roberts 
(39))o 
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2o Dielectric constant 
Samples P-7,12 and P-7~10 were very similar in thickness a~d volume 
ratio, V, to samples, P-7,7 and P-79 69 respectively (see APPENniX C). The 
sample, P-14, 7, vms similar in t hi ckness to the sample, P-7,2, but the volume 
ratios were appreciably different. As the samples, P-7,7, P-7,6, and P-14,23 
had been destroyed in the early unsuccessful~ attempts to measure resistance.? 
the electrical properties are quoted for the samples, P-7,12, P-7,10, and 
P-14, 7 o 
The calculations of the dielectric constant~ kj of the mixture are given 
in APPENDIX Eo . Some of the capacitance data for P-7,12 are gi ven in APPENDIX 
D2o 
By using the methods of Clausius and Mossotti (68), it was found that~ 
if the dielectric constant of the particles, k1, were considered as constant, 
the dielectric constant, k9 of the mixture wouid vary with temperature accord~ 
ing to the relation, 
k-kl 
·~ a.+ § = a. ~ex; (23) --k+2kl T 
or, 
kx + k (~-1 ) ~ x(2kl) J), ki(2ci.+l ) !; o, ( 24) 2S 
- . ~ 
where t:t..- and ,.8 •·mre constants and T wa s the absolute temperature. Therefore, 
if Eq. (24) were valid for these samples and if k were plotted ~· x, the 
curve would be an equilateral hyperbola. 
Curves of k vs. l/T(°K) are given in Fig. 27 for the samples, P-7,12 
and P-14,7, and for an average of seven NP (no phosphor) samples. Five 
points distributed along the 5000 cps curve for P-7,12 were used to .determine 
the coefficients, A, B, and C in the general equation for a conic: 
Ax2 ~ Bxk + Ck2 ~ Dx ~ Ek ~ f = 0. 
The discriminant, B2 - 4AC, Has positive so this curve was a hyperbola. 
The form of the other curves, and vJhether or not this curve was actually an 
equilateral hyperbola, were not determined. 
9 
Fig. 27 
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+ • 71 • f 5000cps 
O• v, = 800 cps 
)l • Jlf : 80 cps 
. p 7,12 
----· p 14,7 
------· AVERAGE CURVE FOR 
SEVEN NP SAMPLES 
Dielectric constant, k, of several samples vs. reciprocal Kelvin 
temperature (the standard deviation on the ~7,12 and P-14,7 curves 
varies from 1.9 ~ercent at 1/T = 3.37 x lo-3°K-l to 6.8 percent at 
1/T • 2.72 x 10- °K-1 ; o~0t~l NP curves, it varies from 6.5 per-
cent at 1/T = 3.37 x 10- K- to 8.8 percent at 1/T = 2.84 x lo-3° 
K-1) 
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The dielectric constant, K1, of the phosphor particles was calculated for 
P-7,12. The results obtained from application of the relations, Eqs. (16), 
(17), and (18), are given in Table 6. 
Table 6. Dielectric constant, k1, of the phosphor particles in P-7,12 at 
24°C; calculated from the Clausius-Mosotti, Weiner-Gruggeman, and 
Bruggeman relations 
~ A B c (cps) 
)000 12.6(~0.9) 10.6(~0.7) 12.4(~0.9) 
800 12.6(~0.8) 10.5(+0.8) 12.8(±0.9) 
80 13.0(~0.9) 10.6(~0.8) 11.6(±0.9) 
A: From the Clausius-Mosotti relation, or the Wiener relation, Eq. (17), 
with ~ = 2k2, the form factor for spherical particles 
B: From the Wienrr-Bruggeman relation, Eq. (18), or the Wiener relation with 
~= 2(klk2)2, the form factor for particles varying from laminar to 
spherical 
C: From the Bruggeman relationJ Eq. (16) 
According to all of these relations, the dielectric constant, k2, 
of the P-7 particles was frequency independent. Similar independence of 
frequency was obtained for the dielectric constant, kl, for particles of 
P-14,7. The important consequence of this frequency independence was that 
the field, E1, internal to the phosphor particles, was, therefore, frequency 
independent (see RESULTS AND DISCUSSION H4), if the expressions used in 
the calculation of E1 were valid. 
3. Resistivity 
The resistivities of the samples, P-7,12 and P-14,7, and of the average 
resistivity of fi ve NP samples are plotted in Fig. 28. The most important 
observation concerning resistivity of these samples is that for all tempera-
tures, the resistivity was large enough (or the conductivity, a-u 1/p, was 
small enough) that in the treatment of the dielectric constant, k, ds a 
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--I-- = P- 14,7 
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TEMPERATURE, •c 
Fig. 28 Resistivity, ;0, of various samples ~· temperature 
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complex nu:rr1ber, k = k 1 - ik i 9 (see APPE}IDIX B), the complex part, k 1 ', was 
so small that}kj = lk'/. For example, the largest value of k11 in the 
temperature range, ~7~T~65°C, fqr P-7,12 was that at 65oc and for 
~ = 80 cps: k 11 - 0.015; while at the same temperature and frequency, 
k 1 = 5.7. Consequently, except when the phase of the internal field with 
respect to the applied field was desired, the dielectric constants were 
treated as real numbers with k 1 = k(see Table 6, for example). 
4. Internal Field, E1 
The results of Clausius and l\Iosotti, Eq. (22), were used to calculate 
t he field, E1, internal to the phosphor as a function of the applied field, 
Ea. The va lues of k1 from column A, Table 6, were used to find the ratios, 
E1/Ea, for P-7,12 at 24°C: E1/Ea = 0. 562(!:_0.05) fort= 5000 cps, 
0.566(~0.05) for'£ = 800 cps, and 0.562(i0 . 05) for '£= 80 cps . This ratio 
was independent of frequency. 
The local field, E0 , was calculated by Destriau 1 s method, Eq. (20) . 
For all temperatures, frequencies, and field strengtt.s, E0 = Ea. 
The calculation of the r atio, ElfEa, using the complex value, k = k' - ik' ', 
was made fot P-7,12 at 24DC. At the frequency, ~ = 80 cps, E1/Ea = 0.6-
i(l.6 x 10-~). That is, the internal field, E1, was almost in phase with t he 
applied field, Ea, if the calculation were valid. 
If the assumption Fere made that any of the expressions, Eqs . (16), (17), 
and (18) were valid, t he conclusion to be drayJn from all the measurements on 
electrical properties would be that an explanation of the observed frequency 
variations in electrophotoluminescence phenomena could not be made in terms 
of frequency-variable internal fields for a constant applied field strength. 
In addition to the lack of kno1.vledge concerning the validity of t hese 
exr ressions, there are two further objections to making the conclusion 
stated above. First, the electrical properties were not measured on the 
same samples as .those on which the luminescence observations were made . 
Second, Roberts (39,76) found that the dielectric constant of a phosphor-
plastic mixture varied .appreciably with ultraviole t illumination and <dth 
strength of applied field. The values of k quoted in this investigation 
were, of course, determined under no ultraviolet illumination and at null 
conditions <·Ji th respect to field strength. As t here is no guarantee that 
the dielectric constant at a given frequency 1vould vary ~.vi th field strength 
in the same manner as the dielectric constant at another frequency, this 
obj ection is rather important. 
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Apparently, then, no definite conclusions can be drawn concerning the 
effects of varying electrical properties on electrophotoluminescence phenomena. 
5. Errors in measurements of electrical properties 
The quoted error on a given point in either of the dielectric constant 
or resistivity curves is the standard deviation from the average value 
determined from several readings at the given point. The principal source 
of error was lack of precision in thickness measurements. 
VII. SUMMARY 
A. Fleeting Illumination 
For the P-14 phosphor the light sum, S, of fleeting illumination was 
independent of field frequencies in the range, 8o~·r .=:; 5000 cps. This 
fr~uency independence ¥as observed for the applied fields, 1.3(~0.2) x 
10 -Ea~4.o( ... 0.2) x 104 v/cm, and i n the temperature range, 26(-H)~T~ 
6o(~) 0c. ~ : 
For the P-7 phosphor, the light sum, S, of fleeting illumination 
quite probably was independent of fr~quency for the applied fields, 2.0(~0.2) x 10~Ea~6.5(~0.2) x 104 v/cm, and in the temperature range, 
12( 1-2 )~ T~74( ,.6) °C. 
- -
-This frequency independence was explained by the mechanism that the 
deep (o.l= £~0. 7 ev), impurity induced traps, which were responsible for 
fleeting illumination, were emptied essentially instantaneously qy the 
field accelerated electrons in the conduction band. 
For both the P-7 and P-14 phosphors, the fleeting illumination 
increased with field strength. 
For the P-7 phosphor, the light sum of fleeting illumination apparently 
increased, passed through a maximum, and decreased as the temperature was 
increased from 12°C to JJOC. The presence of a maximum in the curve, S(T), 
agreed with observations by Mattler and Destriau (50,54). 
., 
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B. Permanent Extinction 
For the P-7 phosphor, at temperatures of JJOC or less, the r ate of 
extinction, R24, appeared to vary linearly wi th t wice the natural logarithm 
of the field frequency. At higher temperatures, this variation was exhibited 
for weak fields only; for stronger fields, there was a tendency toward 
saturation with frequency . The logarithmic variation was not understood. 
A possible explanation for the saturation •nth frequency at high 
tempera tures was offered. It was proposed that the higher temperatures 
emptied many of the shallower:~ shorter lived traps. ·These shorter lived 
traps were the additional ones emptied by the higher frequency fields 
(therefore, more rapid r a tes of structure modification) at low temperatures. 
For the P-14 phosphor, at all temperatures, the rate of extinction, 
R12 , was independent of frequency. This r ate of extinction also was 
independent of field strength, or at most, increased only slightly with 
field strength. The independence of R12 with respect to frequency was not 
understood. The very slight dependence on field strength was explained, 
quBlitatively, by the proposal that, for this phosphor, the weak fields 
were str~ng enough to act on e ssentially all of the shallow traps vJhich 
could contribute to extinction. Then the number of additional traps emptied 
by the stronger f~elds essentially was negligible. 
For both the P-7 and P-14 phosphors, within experimental error, the 
decays in the field followed the normal decay laws. However, for the P-7 
phosphor, the quoted (average) values of the decay constants, n2 (in the 
time interval, 74~t~l04 sees), for field decays were appreciably differ-
ent from the quoted values of n2 for normal decays. It s eemed that more 
precise work was warranted before definite conclusions could be drawn 
concerning the similarity of the decay laws in this time interval. 
For both the P-7 and P-14 phosphors, the rate of extinction, Rt, 
apparently increased monotonically with temperature. 
C. Inversion 
For both the P-7 and P-lh phosphors, the magnitude of the inversion 
effect increased with all parameters. No explanations were given for 
these increases. 
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D. Electrical Properties 
From the various expressions, Eqs. (16), (17), and (18), relating 
the dielectric constant, k, of the mixture with the dielectric constants, 
kl, and k2, of the phosFhor and plastic, respectively, it appeared that k}, 
and consequently, the internal field, E1, were independent of field frequency. 
That is, it appeared that the frequency dependence of many of the observed 
electrophotoluminescence phenomena could not be attributed to a frequency 
dependent internal field. 
There were three objections to this last statement. First, there was 
doubt about the range of validity of the expressions used to determine this 
internal field. Also the samples for which the resistivity and dielectric 
constant were determined were not the same samples for which electrophoto-
luminescence phenomena were observed. Finally, the dielectric constants, 
k, in this investigation were measured at zero field. These same values 
of k probably were not the values of kat high fields. For these reasons, 
no definite conclusions were drawn concerning possible effects of va~Jing 
electrical properties on electrophotoluminescence phenomena. 
E. Proposed Experiments 
(1) There is conflicting evidence concerning the validity of the 
various expressions, Eqs. (16), (17), and (18), relating the dielectric 
constant, k, of the mixture with the dielectric constants, k1 and k2, of 
the phosphor and the plastic, respectively. It seems that an investigation 
of the variations of k with the volume r ation, V = (Vl ~ v2)/V2, and with 
the applied fields strength, Ea, would be valuable. To .assure that the 
results would be of value, the dielectric constants, k1 and k2, should be 
kno1~ at the field strengths used in the investigations of k. Then the 
values, E1, of the internal field as a function of the applied field, Ea, 
could be determined for samples constructed with values of V in the range 
of validit,y established by the dielectric constant investigations. The 
fina~ result of such a series of experiments would be the knowledge of the 
variations of the internal field, E1, with field frequency, for a gi ven 
applied field strength. 
(2) Before any further investigations of electrophotoluminescence 
phenomena are carried out, the errors must be reduced. The use of a chopped 
light output, that is, a pulsating de method; would provide a means of 
reducing the noise appreciably. The fundamental frequencies of the 
detectable noise are in the range, ~~5 cps. Therefore, a beam chopping 
frequency of 13 cps (the frequency of the beam chopper for which the 
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equipment associated with the Perkin-Elmer Double Monochromator, Model 99, 
was designed), and a narrow band pass amplfier of frequency, v = 13(+2) 
a -
cps, could be used to reduce the noise appreciably. The amplifier output 
woul d then be rectified and fed to the galvanometer. 
If it were desirable to examine the actual wave form, a high pass 
amplifier, passing all frequencies above twice the lowest field frequency 
could be used, and the output from the amplifier fed to an oscilloscope. 
(3) A very i mportant set of experiments would be the use of the variation 
of the light sum of fleeting illumination with applied field strength to 
determine the deep trap distribution of a given phosphor. For quantitative 
results, the fleeting illumination should be investigated after ·the normal 
decay ( and therefore, the extinction) has disappeared. Investigation at these 
low light levels, of course, requires that t he error be reduced considerably. 
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IX. APPENDICES 
" 
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APPENDIX A. Measurement of the ' Light Sum, S, of Fleeting Illumination 
and the Brightness, Bt, during Nonnal Decay by Galvanometer 
Deflections. 
(l) The brightness 
radiant energy left unit 
of a sample was defined as the rate at which 
area of the sample per unit time. That is, 
-v B=~ = 
tA 
~ , where N11 was the number of photons of wavelength 
c7ltA ' 
85 
t was the 
constant, 
time, and A was the sample area. In this work, ?\and A were 
so the only variables affecting B were N~ and t. 
kept 
(2) The illumination of the monochromator slit was directly proportional 
to the luminous intensity of the sample and inversely pro~ortional to the 
square of the sample-slit distance. 1hat is, Eslit = I/d • 
(3) The intensity, T, of the sample in a given direction was the rate 
at which radiant energy passed through a unit solid angle in the given 
direction. In this work, the vie~~ng direction, the solid angle (slit 
area/d2) subtended qy the slit, and the wavelength were kept constant. 
Therefore, I-<~t-<B. 
(4) From (2) and (3), Esli~N~t. 
($) Photomultiplier current, i, was proportional to the illumination 
of the photomultiplier cathode. This illumination was proportional to the 
illumination of the slit. That is, from (4), i = k1N~t, where k1 was a 
known constant. 
(6) (a) When the galvanometer was functioning as an ammeter, the 
galvanometer deflection at any time, t, was proportional to the photomulti-
plier current, it, at that time. That is, Dt~t· 
(b) ~fuen the galvanometer was functioning ballistically, (for 
surges of charge taking place in a time interval short compared with the 
time constant of the galvanometer), the magnitude of the galvanometer 
deflection was proportional to the total charge through the galvanometer. 
That is, n-cq. 
(7) From (6) (a), Dt~t~ /t; therefore, ~o(Bt. 
(8) From (6) (b), D-Cq =Ji dt = ki/cNA/t)dt. 
(9) The light sum, S, of fleeting illumination was the integral of 
the sample intensity over the time interval during which fleeting illumi-
nation lasted. That is, S ={I dt = k2 (~/t)dt, lvhere k2 was a constant. 
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(10) From (8) and (9), TI.(S. 
That is, variation in both the light sum, S, of fleeting illumination 
and the brightness, Bt, at any time in the normal decay curve could be 
measured by variations in galvanometer deflections. 
APPENDIX B. Use of a Complex Dielectric Constant to Describe a Dielelectric 
1-vi th Losses 
Assume a dielectric of dielectric constant, k1 , area, A, and thickness, 
b, to which is applied a potential, V = V0 elWt. 
(1) In rationalized mks units, the capacitance, C, of this condenser is 
k'Alo 
c = b = 
where A is in m2, b is 
(a= 8.85 x lo-12 f/m. 
of dimensions, A x b. 
in m, and ! 0 is the permittivity of free space: 
C0 , therefore, is the capacitance of an air capacitor 
(2) The current through such a condenser is 
~~ -./!!; ....:;r: ...lo. 
I=J·A =((Jr.;.f.v)·A, 
where C(is the conductivity of the dielectric. Also 
-t = -~ and 1t = t 0 ki'E. 
(3) Therefore, 
. 
I • ..;:<r~V.!..;A~-- -4- ~ok"VA 
b b 
: (cr0V ., K;tC0 V), 
where ~ 0 = ~A/b is the conductance of the slab. 
(4) The current also can be represented by the relation, 
I = iw,CV • iwC0kV, 
where i = ~ That is, if the dielectric were lossless, the current would 
lead the applied potential by 90°o For a dielectric with losses, I leads V 
by (90° - l>). This can be expressed by the use of a complex dielectric con-
stant' k : k I - ik I I • 
.. 
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(5) From (4), I = icJJ0 (k' - ik' 1 )V 
= k.' 1 wC0V -9' ik 1 wC0 V. 
(6) Therefore 9 tanS• k 11 /k 1 • 
(7) From (3), I =CJ" 0V ~ (k 1C0 ) (iWV). 
(8) From (5) and (7), (; 0 = k 1 'wC0 • 
( 9) Finally, from ( 6) and (8) ~ tan ~ = (!"' 8 <$' 
. wC0 k 1 uJeok' 
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1For the samples used in this work, cf was in the range, lo-12 ~ O"'~lo-10 
.,.J:L.- m-1, w had the values 502, 5020, and 31,400 sec-1, and k 1 was in the 
range, 3a:.k' ::::9. Therefore, the maximum value of tanB was tan 3 = 
lo-lo - : 0.0026, which gave a maximum value of k 11 ~ 
(502) (9) (8.85 X 10-12 ) 
(tan ~max) (k 1 ) = (0.0026) (5.7) ;:, 0.015. Consequently, these samples were 
considered essentially lossless; that is, except 1-rhen the actual phase differ~ 
ence between any two quantities was desired, k was considered equal to k'. 
APPENDIX C. Dimensional Properties of Phosphor samples 
Table 7. Areas, thicknesses, and volume ratios, V9 for the samples discussed 
in the text 
Sample Area 
(cm2) 
Thickness Volume ratio,V 
(em) 
P-7,3 2.00(_::0.20) 0.0127(~0.0007) 0.25 (±_0.03) 
P-7,5 1.90(±.0·20) o. 012 7(~0. 0006) 0.23(,!0.03) 
P-7,6 1.89(~0.19) 0.0226(!_0.0012) 0.28(.!_0.03) 
P-7,7 1.84(!_0.17) o.oll4(,!o.ooo6) 0.21(_!0.03) 
P-7,10 2. 42 (_::0. 20) 0.0208(~0.0009) 0.26(!_0.02) 
P-7,+.2 3 .36(!.0· 21) 0•0107(biO.o .0006) 
. ·-
· :0.20(!_0o02) ·: 
P-14,2 2.88(!0.29) o.o191(!o.·ooo7) 0.23(~0.03) 
P-14,7 4.35(~0.25) 0.0191(~0.0006) 0.13(.::_0.02) 
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Table 8. Typical raw and corrected luminescence data for P- 7,7 at 27°C 
aFj_eld applied 
bField removed 
A 1 ~ Times, t 1 (measured from the instant the ultraviolet and timer were 
turned on), for a field run with Va = 500 v and~= 5000 cps 
B 1 ~ Raw data taken at the times, t 1 , given in Colo A1 ; thermal fluctuations 
for this run~ 2-2!; these data taken from 9:15 to 9:21 AoMo, July 15, 
1953 (the notation, 2-2!, means a galvanometer deflection of 2! mm with 
the Ayrton shunt set at its second most sensitive range) 
A: Corrected times, t, (measured from the instant the ultraviolet was turned 
off); t = t 1 - 20, where t 1 was a time in Cole A1 
B: Corrected data, from Col. B' ; Corrections: (1) the value of the drift 
at the time, t', from Curve _B, Fig. 29, was subtracted from the corres-
ponding value in Col. B1 ; (2) this new value was scaled to the value it 
would have on the 5-scale by the use of the proper multiplying factor; 
that is, a value on the 2-, 3-, 4-, or 5-scale was multiplied by Oe0472, 
0.1212, 0.3162, or 1.000, respectively, to obtain its corresponding value 
on the 5-scale; fluctuation er:rqr at any point in this column: ±_0.09 
. 
C1 : Times, t', for a normal decay run 
D1 : Raw data taken at the time·s, tv, gi ven in CoiL. C'; thermal fluctuations 
for this runt 2-2!; these data taken from 9:45 to 9:51 A.M., July 15, 
1953. 
C: Corrected times, t = t• r 20, where t 1 was a time in Col. C' 
De Corrected data, from Cole D'; same corrections as for Col. B, except that 
the drift error was taken from Curve C, Fig. 29; fluctuation error at 
any point in this column: ~0.09 
APPENDIX D. Some Raw Data, Corrected Data, and Sample calculations 
1. Luminescence Ehenomena 
A' B' A B c• D' c D 
~0 5-~J 0 93 20 5~62 0 62 
24 5-33 4 33 22 5-45 2 45 
28 5-20 a 8 20 •. 26 5- 26 6 26 
~ 
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APPENDIX D. Some Raw "Dataj Corrected Data9 and Sample Calculations (continue d) 
1. Luminescence Ehenomena (continued) 
A' Bt A B cv D' c D 
29 5-24 9 24 30 4~56 10 17.9 
32 5-10 12 lQoQ 34 4-41 14 12.4 
36 4-21 16 6o52 38 4-32 18 . 9.6 
40 3-44 20 5.18 42 4-25 22 7.8 
44 3-37 24 4.30 46 3-57 26 6.,50 
48 3-33 28 3.79 50 3-48 30 5 .. 61 
52 3-28 32 3.24 54 3-42 34 4.92 
56 3-23 36 2.61 58 3-36 38 ' 4.24 
60 2-52 b 40 2.17 62 3-34 42 3.92 
61 2-95 41 4.18 66 3-30 46 3.48 
64 2-89 44 3.89 70 2-75 50 3.28 
68 2-82 48 3.55 74 2-73 54 3.16 
72 2-73 52 3.25 78 2- 62 ' ~8 2.58 
76 2-64 56 2.56 82 2-61 62 2.57 
80 2-60 60 2.48 86 2-57 66 2.37 
84 2-57 64 2.31 90 2-53 70 2.17 
88 2-54 68 2.17 94 2-51 74 2.05 
92 2-49 a 72 L89 98 2-46 78 1.80 
93 2-34 73 1.18 102 2-47 82 1.,83 
96 2-31 76 L03 106 . 2-47 86 1 .. 84 
100 2-30 80 LOl 110 2-43 90 1.65 
104 2-28 84 0.94 114 2=42 94 1.56 
108 2-29 88 0.86 liB 2- 42 98 1.57 
112 2-28 92 0.85 122 2-40 102 L44 
116 2-29 96 0.83 126 2-42 106 1.50 
120 2-29 100 0.85 130 2-43 110 1.53 
12h 2-30 b 104 0.85 134 2-38 114 1.30 
125 2-44 105 L51 142 2=37 122 1.23 
128 2-40 108 1.32 150 2-34 130 1.05 
132 2-38 112 1.20 158 2-35 138 1.06 
140 2-35 120 1.05 166 2-31 146 0.85 
156 2-33 136 0.90 182 2-27 162 o.6o 
172 2-35 152 0.90 206 2-26 186 0.47 
188 2-31 168 0.64 236 2- 22 216 0.18 
206 2-28 186 0.45 266 2-20 246 0.08 
236 2-25 216 0.16 296 2~23 
356 2-29 356 2~26 
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TIME, t'_ MINS 
Fig. 29 Dark current drift curves for P-7,7 at 27°C (A: an actual drift 
curve; B: the probably drift during the period of time represented 
by Col. A1 , Table 8; C: the probable drift during the period of 
time represented by Col. C1 , Table 8; both Curves Band C were assumed 
linear with time, t•, because Curve A, and all other actual drift 
curves, were linear with time, t') 
.. 
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The dark current drift~ Curve A~ Fig. 29 9 was essentially linear with 
time. Curve A was typical of the drift that occurred in a five minute inter-
val during the data taking for P-7, 7. Also jl for P-7, 7, for all of the sets 
of data subsequent to those recorded in Cols. Bl and D1 , Table 8, there was 
less drift than in the sets of data, Cols. B1 and D1 • That is, typical 
drift was about 2-10 at t 1 = 356 sees. The drift for a given set of data 
was determined by waiting until the deflections stopped decreasing and started 
increasing with time; note the last readings at the bottoms of Cols. B1 and 
nv. When this increase began, it was assumed that the drift was obscuring 
any signal which may have remained. 
Four sets of corrected data, like that in Colo B~ Table 8, were averaged 
to obtain the points plotted as the 5000 cps curve for P-7,7 at 27°C~ Fig. 14. 
Seven sets of corrected data, like that in Col. D, were averaged to obtain the 
points plotted as the normal decay curve for P-7,7 at 27°Cs Fig. 14. 
A sample correction was made as follows~ 
(1) The raw datum in Col. B1 , Table 8, corresponding to the time, t 1 = 
80 sees, was 2-60(!2!)o 
(2) The drift at t' = 80 sees, from Curve B, Fig. 29, was 2-7!(!1!). 
(3) Subtracting (2) from (1) gave 2=52!(!2), and multiplying by -0.0472 
(to change this 2-scale value to a 5-scale value) gave 2.48(~0.09), .the 
corrected datum appearing in Colo A. -
Similar corrections, using Curve C, Fig. 29, were made to change the 
raw data in Col. D1 to the corrected data in Col. D. 
2. Dielectric constant and internal field 
Table 9. Raw and corrected capacitance data for P-7,12 at 24°C 
A! A Bt B cv c ( r&-ptl (~p.f) ( 1-'-t-'.f) (J.l-~1) ( f-L p:f) (j-'p-f) 
128.5a 129.7a 131.3a 
128.6a 129.7a 131.3a 
128.ob 129.lb 13o.8b 
128.ob 124. 7(!0.9) 129.2b · 125.9 (±loO) 13o.5b 127 .1(~1.0) 
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Table 9. Raw and corrected capacitance data for P-7,12 at 24°C 
(continued) 
A' A B' B C' 
cp.,.,.f) (~~-t) ( ~~") - (~~f) (~\4-f) 
129 .2c 130.3c 131. 7c 
129.2C 130.3C 131.8c 
128.9d . 130.6d 13lo3d 
128.9d 130.6d 131.2d 
aThese data taken at 10:20 A.M., Sept. 24, 1953 
bThese data taken at 1:25 P.M., Sept. 24, 1953 
cThese data taken at 4:15 P .. M., Sept. 24, 1953 
dThese data taken at 9:20 A.M., Sept. 25, 1953 
A1 : Raw capacitance data at 5000 cps 
c 
( t-' ~.e 
A : Average of all A1 data, corrected for the constant capacitance of the 
leads, 4.0(!.0.3) f'f-'f 
B1 : Raw capacitance data at 800 cps 
B: Corrected average of all B1 data 
C 1: Ravl capacitance data at 80 cps 
C : Corrected average of all C1 data 
The thickness of P-7, 12 was 1.07(~0.06) x lo-4 m and its area was 3.36 
(~0.21) x l0-4 m2. Therefore, by the method of APPENDIX E, the dielectric 
constant, k, of P-7,12 at 5000 cps and at 24°C was found to be 
k = (124.7- 7.2) (1.07 x lo-4) = 4.24(~0.14). 
(8.85) (3.36 x lo-4) 
= 
" 
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The dielectric constant of the plastic alone at 5000 cps and at 24°C was 
k2 • 3.21(~0.18). The volume ratio, V, of P-7,12 was 0.20(~0.02). The di-
electric constant, k1, of the P-7 particles was calculated from Eq. (17), 
for example, and found to be 
kl = 3.21 (2.2) (4.24) - (2) (0.8) (3.21) = 12.6(~0.9), 
(1.4) (3.21) - (0.8) (4.24) 
as given in Col. A, Table 6. 
~ using the values of k1 and k2 above, and Eq. (22), the internal field, 
E1, as a function of the applied field, Ea, was found to be 
Ea 
3(3.21) = o.562(~o.o5), 
2(3.21) + 12.6 - (0.2) (12.6 - 3.21) 
as given in RESULTS .AND DISCUSSION H4. 
3. Resistivity 
Table 10. Resistance data for P-7,12 at various temperatures 
A' B' C' (ohms) (ohms) (ohms) 
25 X 1010 11 X 1010 40 X 109 
13 14 37 
25 17 30 
25 12 40 
24 13 26 
32 9 31 
33 15 23 
21 9 32 
22 10 20 
24.5(+6)a 12.2(.!})a 3l.0(!,5)a 
.... 
\ 
D' (ohms) 
1.4 X 109 
0.8 
1.1 
0.9 
1.8 
1.20(_t0.4)a 
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aAverage of the data in the given column 
A': Data taken at 24oc 
B 1 ~ Data taken at 33(+1)°C 
C1 : Data taken at 68(.!5) 0 c 
D'~ Data taken at 96(+10~°C (all of these data taken between 10:20 and 
11~20 A~Mo, Sept.-23, 1953) 
The thickness and area of P-7,12 were obtained from APPENDIX C. From 
these measurements, the resistivity, J?, of P-7,12 at 24°C was found to be 
APPENDIX Eo Calculation of the Dielectric Constant, k, of a Sample from Its 
Dimensions and Capacitance 
Assume a sample like that in Fig. ?(b), except that the Teflon strips, 
B, have been removed leaving air gaps at either end of the plastic. The 
thickness of the plastic, and of the air gaps, is b. The area of the plastic 
is Ap, and the sum of the areas of the tl..ro air gaps is Aa• 
(1) __. -D · dS = Q = rrA, 
where D is the electric displacement vector, dS is an element of area, Q is 
the total charge accumulated on a surface, and ~is the surface charge density. 
( 2) Therefore, 
where k is the dielectric constant of the mediumo 
(3) --l ~ E =~,v; therefore, . 
(a) V = -o V " dr = / -.J:J dx m . /y~ -' b ~b P o v p 1 o ~o 
(b) va =fob era dx = ~b 
fo l.o 
(4) Q : CV; therefore, 
opb ; and 
~0 
-./ 
::: 
(5) 
( 6) 
(7) 
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(a) v erA crb c ... kA£.. = ...E...Q • ..L 9 or - -ll...Q.' p 
cP kt 
p 
0 b 
(b) Va = ~A a = crab 
' 
or Ca :::: A'a_£o • 
Ca Eo b 
The quantity measured was c ::;: cP "> ca. 
C=k~-o-
b 
Ca. 
From (5) ~ k !!I (C - Ca) (b) 0 
Apt-a 
Finally, as C and Ca were measured 
k: (C 9 - C1a) (b)~ 
ApE.o x 1012 
in 
and 
Therefore, 
f, 
where C' and C'a are in~9 b is in ms and~ is in m2• 
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For an actual sample, there was usually a very thin (L-0.001 em) film 
of plastic in the ·''air" gaps. For NP (no phosphor) samples, the dielectric 
constant, at a given frequency and temperature, was calculated both by the 
method of step (7) above and qy considering the presence of this film. By 
the method of step (7), the standard deviation among these seven samples was 
6.8 percent. By the latter method, the standard deviation was 6.5 percent. 
Further, the absolute values of the average calculated by the two methods 
differed qy only 1.5 percent. Consequently, the expression in step (7) was 
used to calculate k for all P- 7 and P-14 sampl~s. 
APPENDIX Fo Justification for Considering the Frequency Independence of the 
Deflection Ratios, D9/D12 for P-7 and D~6 for P-14, as Indica= 
tive of the Frequency Inaependence of the Light Sum of Fleeting 
Illumination for the Respective Phosphors 
To prove that the frequency independence of the deflection ratio, D9/D12, 
was a necessary condition for the frequency independence of the light sufu, s, 
of fleeting illumination for the P-7 phosphor, the following assumptions were 
madet 
(1) The fleet i ng illumination was independent of frequency, but the 
extinction was not. 
(2) Since the till13 intervals involved in these processes were short 
compared with the time constant of the galvanometer (t • 4 sees), the use of 
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straight lines in Fig .. 30, to represent the phenomena was acceptable .. 
(3) In Fig., .30, the normal decay curve is .AO'., 
(4) For a phosphor which exhibited only fleeting illumination (no 
extinction), the light sum, S, of this fleeting illumination would be pro-
portional to ED (see APPENDIX A)., The curve observed (consistent with assump-
tion (2)) would be ADC .. 
()) For a phosphor which exhibited only extinction (no fleeting illumin-
ation), the curve would be AB 1 C1 or AB1 1 C11 .. The curves B1C1 and B11 C11 were 
parallel to BC, since the decay-in the field was the same as -the normal -decay 
(see RESULTS AND DISCUSSION C2) .. 
(6) The mechanisms of fleeting illumination and extinction were inde-
pendent .. 
(7) Both the fleeting illumination and initial extinction action began 
as soon as the field was applied .. 
(8) For a phosphor which exhibited both a fleeting illumination of Bi5', 
and the variable extinction effects, BET and BB 11 3 the curves under these 
variable conditions would be AD 1 C 1 and AD' o C' i., . 
From assumptions (4), ()), (6), and (7), the light sum, s, of fleeting 
illumination of the phosphor described in assumption (8) would be proportional 
to BIT= j3ij)T = B''D' 1 ., Further, from the fact that the right triangles, DEC, 
D1E1 C1 , and D11 E! !C 1 1 , and therefore" the triang_les, DBC, D1B1C1 3 and D' 1B11 C1 1 , 
~e . congruent, DB/DE .: D'B 1/D 1E1 .. Dl 1B1 1 fD 11E~.. That is, - the equality of --
DB, D'B', and !l 11 B11 , implies .the equality of DE;. D1E1 3 and D11EH. 
Therefore, since Fig. 30 and all other graphs of luminescence 
were plots of log Dt ~ .. t, log n9/D~ ~ log D9/Dl2 was constant. 
Do/Dl? to be constant, D9/D12 must have been constant (in Fig. 30, 
~ log n9 = Dt and log TI12 = Ci)., 
- - -
phenomena 
For log 
on curve 
To prove that t he frequency independence of the deflection ratio, D9/D1 , 
was a sufficient condition for the frequency independence of the light sUn1j) §, 
of fleeting illumination could not be done in general., However, since the 
only quatities involved in this r atio, n9/D12' were the extinction and light 
sum of fleeting illumination, and since it was known that, for the P-7 phosphor, 
the extinction varied with frequency, the only other way this ratio could have 
been constant was if the fleeting illumination and extinction had varied in 
exactly the same manner with frequency. Such an identical variation was 
believed improbable for the following reasons~ fleeting illumination and 
extinction resulted from traps of widely different depths and probably of 
different distributions; the proposed mechanisms for the two phenomena were 
quite different; and the two phenomena were independent .. 
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Fig. 30 Expanded and idealized plot of part of the decay 
curves for P-7 phosphors 
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For the P-14 phosphor a figure similar to Fig. 30, with A at ~ ::: 3 sees, 
D at .t = 4 sees, and Cat t = 6 sees, would have been used. However, for 
the P-14 phosphor, this entire problem was eliminated as both the extinction 
and fleeting illumination were independent of frequency. Consequently tbe 
frequency independence of the fleeting illumination for the P-14 phosphor 
could have been established by examining either of the deflection ratios, 
D4fD3 or DLfD6 .. 
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